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ABSTRACT 
Cooperation, conflict, and experimental evolution in social amoebae 
by 
Jennie Jo Helene Kuzdzal 
Cooperation and cheater control have helped shape life as we know it, but there is 
still much to learn. A eukaryote microbial model organism, like Dictyostelium 
discoideum, is an excellent system for advancing our understanding. When faced with 
starvation, multiple genetically distinct clones of D. discoideum aggregate together to 
form a chimeric fruiting body with a sterile stalk that holds aloft a sorus of hardy 
reproductive spores. One clone may be able to cheat and form disproportionately more 
spores, while forcing others to form more stalk. Here we discuss the impact of genetic 
relatedness on cooperation, and how social actions are temporally organized and can be 
affected by environmental conditions. 
First, we documented a potential strategy for facultative cheating within chimeras. 
We showed that the first cells to starve, and initiate the social stage, cheat cells that 
starved later. In another paper, we reviewed recent studies of social microbes, which 
demonstrate the importance of high relatedness in the evolution of cooperation and 
cheater resistance. In an experimental evolution study, we tested the hypothesis that de 
novo cheater mutants readily evolve under low relatedness conditions. We found that the 
majority of our lines evolved to cheat their ancestor. Further, we studied obligate 
cheaters, which pose a great threat to sociality. They gain a reproductive advantage 
in chimeras, but cannot cooperate clonally to form fruiting bodies. Wild obligate D. 
discoideum cheaters have never been documented, but we found that obligate cheaters 
readily evolved under low relatedness conditions in the laboratory. In another study, we 
looked at the effects of light level on spore production in D. discoideum and 
Dictyostelium citrinum. Overall, more spores were produced in the light than in the dark, 
probably because of reduced movement and cell loss during the motile multicellular slug 
stage. We found that these effects were species, clone, and environment dependent. 
Taken together, this work helps us understand how cooperation thrives in nature, 
despite the threat of cheaters. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The evolution of cooperation has played an indispensible role in the major transitions 
in the history of life, such as that of prokaryotic to eukaryotic cells, unicellular organisms 
to multicellular organisms, and multicellular organisms into social colonies (Maynard 
Smith & Szathmary, 1995). Cheaters could potentially devastate cooperative systems. As 
such, the evolution of cheaters and cheater restraint has also shaped our living world 
(Michod & Roze, 2001). Social insects historically dominated studies of sociobiology, 
but the use of microorganisms to study social evolution is becoming increasingly popular. 
Microorganisms display many similar cooperative traits to those found in animals 
(reviewed in Crespi, 2001), and are more easily manipulated in the laboratory setting. 
Like packs of wolves hunting, swarms of Myxococcus xanthus bacteria can be seen 
feasting upon bacterial prey on petri dishes. Many different bacteria build protective 
shelters in the form of biofilms, and some microbes like the dictyostelids have 
reproductive and sterile castes similar to the social insects. In order for cooperative traits 
to survive, cheaters that gain the benefits of cooperation without paying the costs must be 
prevented from invading. By understanding different mechanisms of cheating and under 
what conditions cheaters can evolve in the laboratory, we can gain insight into how 
cheating is avoided or kept in check in natural systems. We used the social amoeba 
Dictyostelium discoideum to explore these aspects of cheating for the research presented 
in this dissertation. 
The evolution of unicellular organisms to multicellular organisms is a major life 
history transition (Maynard Smith & Szathmary, 1995), and remarkably Dictyostelium 
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di.scoideurn amoebae undergo this transition every time they starve. Dictyosteliurn 
discoideurn amoebae are soil dwelling eukaryotes that feed off of bacteria as solitary cells 
(Bonner, 1967; Raper, 1984). When faced with starvation, they aggregate to form a 
motile multicellular organism called a slug that migrates towards heat and light and away 
from ammonia (Bonner, 1967; Bonner et ai., 1950; Foster et ai., 2002; Raper, 1940). This 
helps the slug navigate towards the soil surface, where it develops into a fruiting body. 
Roughly 20 percent of the cells altruistically die to form a stalk that holds aloft a sorus of 
hardy reproductively capable spores (Bonner & Slifkin, 1949). The stalk is thought to aid 
in the distribution of these spores to more favorable environments by water and passing 
invertebrates (Bonner, 1982; Huss, 1989; Kessin, 2001). D. discoideurn does not form 
microcysts (Kessin, 2001; Raper, 1984), so the only way to produce drought resistant 
spores is to go through the social process of aggregation and fruiting body formation. Not 
only does cooperative grouping allow for the formation and increased dispersal success 
of spores, slugs continuously slough off cells as they migrate, which are capable of 
colonizing new food resources the slug encounters (Kuzdzal-Fick et ai., 2007). When 
multiple genetically distinct D. disco ide urn clones aggregate to form a chimera, one clone 
may cheat and reap greater benefits from forming disproportionately more of the spores 
while forcing the other clone to form more than its share of the stalk (Fortunato et ai., 
2003; Strassmann et ai., 2000). 
Social amoebae in nature are exposed to environmental changes in lighting, and these 
conditions can affect their cooperative behavior. Previous studies of social amoebae have 
shown that light and dark conditions can affect vegetative growth, the time it takes to 
start aggregation and fruiting body development, the size and number of slugs or fruiting 
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bodies, and the ability to enter the sexual macrocyst phase (Chang et al., 1983; Konijn & 
Raper, 1965; Potts, 1902; Raper, 1940). Spore production is an extremely important 
fitness component in social amoebae, yet little is known about how constant light or dark 
conditions affect this trait. We examined these effects in 4 clones ofthe social amoebae 
Dictyostelium citrinum and 4 clones of Dictyostelium discoideum. We found that the 
effect of light or dark treatments on spore production was dependent on the species, the 
clone, and the conditions they developed under. 
The majority of multicellular organisms begin life as a single cell that undergoes 
mitosis. Due to this bottleneck, most of the cells in the organism are genetically identical 
(Grosberg & Strathmann, 1998; Maynard Smith and Szathmfuy, 1995; Michod & Roze, 
2001), which makes the fate of the initiating (first) cell irrelevant. Genetic diversity 
within these organisms is primarily caused by mutation or invasion by parasitic elements. 
Since many of these multicellular organisms have sequestered germlines or protective 
cell walls, population invasion by cheater mutants is especially difficult (Grosberg & 
Strathmann, 1998; Grosberg & Strathmann, 2007; Michod & Roze, 2001). On the other 
hand, genetic differences within groups that form reproductive multicellular structures by 
aggregating are often caused by different genotypes coming together. Aggregation allows 
horizontal transmission of cheater genotypes into new groups of cooperative cells, so the 
potential for a cheater to spread through a population of these multicellular aggregates is 
much higher than in multicellular organisms derived from a single cell (Crespi, 2001; 
Grosberg & Strathmann, 2007; Hamilton, 1964; Maynard Smith & Szathmfuy, 1995; 
Michod & Roze, 2001). This is not to say that a multicellular organism cannot attempt 
cheating strategies within a colony or cooperative group, but that there is little chance of 
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cheaters within a given organism succeeding past a generation (individual) unless the 
multicellular organism is formed by aggregation. For example, one can look at cheating 
in social colonies, where multicellular workers may attempt to gain direct fitness benefits 
by reproducing on their own, and worker policing keeps these cheaters from getting out 
of hand. However, the best examples of cheating within extant multicellular organisms 
are found in ones that form by aggregation like the dictyostelids and the myxobacteria. 
Myxoccucus xanthus is a pathogenic bacterium that aggregates to form fruiting bodies 
where a fraction of the cells form spores. Both facultative and obligate cheaters, also 
called obligate social parasites, have been experimentally evolved in M xanthus (Velicer 
et aI., 2000). Facultative cheaters produce fruiting bodies adequately on their own, but 
cheat by forming a disproportionate number of spores in fruiting bodies with other 
genotypes. In contrast, obligate cheaters cheat in chimeras, but cannot form fruiting 
bodies or survive on their own. In addition to laboratory derived obligate and facultative 
cheater mutants (Ennis et al., 2000; Santorelli et al., 2008) being found in D. discoideum, 
evidence of facultative cheating in wild clones has been reported (Strassmann et al., 
2000). 
In Dictyostelium discoideum starvation induces aggregation into the social stage, so it 
would be interesting to know the reproductive fate of the first cells to starve. Caste 
determination in D. discoideum could be similar to that of the social insects, where 
queens develop from better-fed larvae. If this were the case, we would expect the first 
cells to starve to preferentially form the stalk and allow better-fed cells that starve later to 
form the spores. In fact, numerous studies have revealed that cells fed glucose will 
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preferentially form spores when mixed with cells of the same clone denied glucose 
(Blaschke et ai., 1986; Inouye & Takeuchi, 1982; Leach et ai., 1973). On the other hand, 
cells that starve first could use that time to gear up for competition and preferentially 
form spores. This would be similar to queen ascension in the paper wasps Polistes 
instabilis and Polistes exclamans, where age is a more important factor than size in 
determining who replaces a missing queen (Hughes & Strassmann, 1988; Strassmann & 
Meyer, 1983). Loomis (1993) proposed in his lateral inhibition model, that there is a race 
to become prespore first in Dictyostelium, where prespore cells typically become spores. 
The first cells to starve may be able to out-compete cells that starve later by becoming 
prespore cells first. 
In D. discoideum cheating is normally studied in chimeras, where one clone can gain 
a fitness advantage at a cost to the others. However, particular cheating strategies can 
sometimes be analyzed within a clone to better control for other potential variables. We 
found that the first cells to starve within the laboratory strain AX4 and within the wild 
clone NC75.2 cheated by forming disproportionately more spores than cells that starved 
later. Therefore, starving first is a potential strategy for cheating within chimeras. In 
multiple replicates, Saxer and colleagues (2010) showed that under low relatedness 
conditions, 3 clones from an initially equal mix of 8 were able to increase in frequency 
over 10 social generations. Two of the 3 clones that dominated the 10th generation fit the 
description of early starvers, and likely increased in frequency by cheating other clones 
and forming disproportionately more spores at their expense (Saxer et aI., 2010). 
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Hamilton's rule indicates that an altruistic trait can increase in frequency ifthe benefit 
of it to the recipient, weighted by the relatedness of the participants, is greater than the 
cost to the altruistic individual (Hamilton, 1964). It follows that social organisms are 
more likely to aid their relatives and potentially cheat unrelated individuals. Gilbert and 
colleagues (2007) found that high relatedness conditions in nature help maintain 
cooperation. On the other hand, an obligate cheater mutant was able to increase in 
frequency and destroy cooperation under low relatedness conditions created in the 
laboratory (Gilbert et aI., 2007). In Chapter 4 we review studies in other microbial 
systems, which indicate that cheaters can increase in frequency under low relatedness 
conditions (Brockhurst, 2007; Diggle et ai., 2007; Griffin et aI., 2004). 
We hypothesized that under low relatedness conditions de novo cheater mutants 
would be selected for in D. discoideum. We started 24 lines with a single clonal ancestor 
and each line underwent a total of 290 vegetative generations and 31 social generations 
under low relatedness conditions on plates inoculated with E. coli. Not only did 19 of the 
24 evolved lines cheat the ancestor, we found strong evidence that obligate cheaters 
readily evolved. 
We have shown that a clone can potentially cheat other clones by starving and 
entering development earlier, and that de novo cheaters, including obligate social 
parasites, can evolve and increase in frequency under low relatedness conditions. We 
have also found that changes in environmental conditions like lighting can have an effect 
on fitness by impacting spore production. The spread of obligate cheaters could be 
devastating to cooperation, where as facultative cheaters are less threatening because they 
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retain the ability to form cooperative fruiting bodies on their own. Obligate cheaters 
cannot persist clonally, and high relatedness conditions in nature have been found to 
maintain cooperation in D. discoideum. In addition, kin discrimination may allow clones 
to avoid mixing with unrelated individuals (Benabentos et aI., 2009; Mehdiabadi et al., 
2006; Ostrowski et al., 2008) that could potentially cheat, and clones can evolve 
resistance to cheaters (Fiegna et al., 2006; Khare et al., 2009). Starving first may allow a 
clone to form disporportionately more spores in chimeras with clones that starve later, 
but under the high relatedness conditions found in nature (Gilbert et al., 2007) cells are 
likely to form clonal fruiting bodies. Here there is essentially no fitness difference 
between starving first and forming spores or starving later and forming stalk. Also, 
selection to sense starvation earlier and earlier probably does not occur because there is a 
cost to starving before all the food is depleted; namely, a decrease in vegetative growth 
before development. By studying mechanisms of cheating and how cheating can evolve 
in the laboratory, we increase our understanding of how cheaters are kept from destroying 
cooperation in nature including the important role played by relatedness. 
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CHAPTER 1 
AN INVITATION TO DIE: INITIATORS OF SOCIALITY IN A SOCIAL AMOEBA 
BECOME SELFISH SPORES 
Short title: Initiators of sociality cheat 
This is reproduced as it appears in Biology Letters. The spelling has been changed from 
British to American English. 
Kuzdzal-Fick, J. J., Queller, D. C., & Strassmann, J. E. (2010). An invitation to die: 
initiators of sociality in a social amoeba become selfish spores. BioI Lett, 6, 800-802. 
ABSTRACT 
Greater size and strength are common attributes of contest winners. Even in 
social insects with high cooperation, the right to reproduce falls to the well-fed queens 
rather than to poorly fed workers. In Dictyostelium discoideum, formerly solitary 
amoebae aggregate when faced with starvation, and some cells die to form a stalk which 
others ride up to reach a better location to sporulate. The first cells to starve have lower 
energy reserves than those that starve later, and previous studies have shown that the 
better-fed cells in a mix tend to form disproportionately more reproductive spores. 
Therefore, one might expect that the first cells to starve and initiate the social stage 
should act altruistically and form disproportionately more of the sterile stalk, thereby 
enticing other better-fed cells into joining the aggregate. This would resemble caste 
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determination in social insects, where altruistic workers are typically fed less than 
reproductive queens. However, we show the opposite result holds: the first cells to starve 
become reproductive spores, presumably by gearing up for competition and 
outcompeting late starvers to become prespore first. These findings pose the interesting 
question of why others would join selfish organizers. 
Keywords: social evolution, cheating, Dictyostelium discoideum, caste determination 
INTRODUCTION 
Cooperation among genes, cells, and organisms plays an integral part in many 
important life history transitions, such as the evolution of multicellular organisms from 
single celled organisms (Maynard Smith & Szathmary, 1995). Control of cheaters is 
essential in these transitions, since cheating can undermine cooperation. In Dictyostelium 
discoideum formerly solitary amoebae aggregate when faced with starvation, and roughly 
20 percent of the cells altruistically die to form a stalk that holds aloft a sorus of hardy 
reproductively capable spores (Shaulsky & Kessin, 2007). The stalk is thought to aid in 
the dispersal of these spores to more favourable environments by water and passing 
invertebrates (Bonner, 1982; Huss, 1989). In D. discoideum, multiple genetically distinct 
clones can aggregate to form chimeras, where one clone may cheat and form 
disproportionately more of the spores while forcing the other clone to form more than its 
share of the stalk (Strassmann et al., 2000). Since the first cells to starve initiate 
aggregation into the social stage (Jaiswal et al., 2003), it would be interesting to know the 
fate of these cells. In social insects, better-fed larvae become reproductive queens, and 
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previous work in D. discoideum has shown that cells fed glucose are more likely to form 
spores over cells denied glucose (Leach et aI., 1973; Thompson & Kay, 2000). Therefore, 
one might expect the first cells to starve and initiate sociality to act altruistically. By 
forming the stalk that supports the spores produced by better-fed latecomers to the 
aggregate, they would provide incentive for other cells to join the aggregate. On the other 
hand, if the first cells to starve were to cheat and preferentially form spores, this could 
deter other cells from joining the aggregate. Work in the 1980s showed that age is a more 
important factor than size in determining who supersedes an absent queen in the paper 
wasps Polistes exclamans and Polistes instabilis, where older females are more dominant 
(Hughes & Strassmann, 1988; Strassmann & Meyer, 1983). Similarly, D. discoideum 
cells that starve early might be able to use this time to gear up for competition to become 
prespore first and form disproportionately more spores than cells that starve later. 
Alternatively, the cells that starve first might be equally likely to form spores or stalk 
cells. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
We examined the reproductive fate of the first cells to starve in the axenically grown 
wild type laboratory strain AX4, and separately in the bacterially grown wild clone 
NC75.2 (see electronic supplementary material). In both cases, we split the cells into a 
pre starved and newly starved treatment and prepared 1:1 mixes of the two on nutrient-
free substrates, using fluorescent labeling of one treatment to differentiate the two 
treatments. After the cells developed for at least two days, we collected the spores and 
determined the reproductive fate of the prestarved cells by calculating the percent change 
of the labeled cells in each mix ((% labeled spores - % labeled cells) / % labeled cells * 
100). 
(a) Lab strain AX4 
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We raised AX4 and green fluorescent protein-labeled AX4 (AX4-gfp) in shaking 
nutrient broth at 22°C. While the newly starved treatment cells remained shaking in 
nutrient broth, we washed the pre starved cells free of nutrients, resuspended them in 
phosphate buffer, and allowed them to shake for four hours. After this time, we washed 
the newly starved treatment cells free of nutrients. We prepared 1:1 mixes of two 
reciprocal experimental mixes (pre starved labeled AX4 with newly starved AX4 and 
newly starved labeled AX4 with pre starved AX4), a newly starved labeling control 
(newly starved labeled AX4 with newly starved AX4), and a pre starved labeling control 
(pre starved labeled AX4 with prestarved AX4), and plated cells of each mix onto 
nutrient-free substrates. 
(b) Wild clone NC75.2 
To examine the reproductive fate of the first cells to starve in a more natural scenario, 
we used the wild clone NC75.2 grown on nutrient plates with E. coli at 22°C. We used 
51lM Cell Tracker Green CMFDA to fluorescently label cells of the wild clone NC75.2 
that we collected during exponential growth and washed free of nutrients. We allowed the 
cells to pre starve by developing on a nutrient-free substrate for one hour before adding 
unlabeled newly starved NC75.2 cells on top. To insure there were no negative effects of 
the labeling process, we prepared a labeling control oflabeled and unlabeled NC75.2. 
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RESULTS 
Pre starved cells were over-represented in the spores when mixed 1: 1 with newly 
starved clonemates (Figure 1 a & 1 b, Figure 2a). In the AX4 experimental mixes, the 
average percent change in labeled AX4 was significantly higher than in the controls when 
labeled cells were pre starved (14.70%) and significantly lower than in the controls when 
unlabeled cells were pre starved (-22.88%) (Tukey-Kramer,p < 0.05, n = 5). The average 
percent change in labeled AX4 was not significantly different between the newly starved 
(-1.09%) and prestarved controls (-2.09%) (Figure lc). In the NC75.2 experimental mix, 
where labeled NC75.2 was pre starved, the average percent change oflabeled NC75.2 was 
significantly higher (22.94%) than in the labeling control (0.05%) (paired-samples t-test, 
t(2) = -3.18,p < 0.05). We observed no labeling effects on cheating in either experiment. 
These results indicate that the first cells to starve are over-represented in the selfish 
spores and under-represented in the altruistic stalk cells. 
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Figure 1. Box-plot showing that within AX4 the first cells to starve cheat. Unless 
indicated as pre starved, AX4 refers to newly starved AX4. AX4 cells pre starved 
for 4 hours, whether labeled (a) or unlabeled (b) increased in frequency from the 
cell to the spore stage when mixed with newly starved cells. Labeling controls (c) 
showed no change. All differences between treatments, except for between the two 
controls are significant (Tukey-Kramer,p < 0.05, n = 5). 
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Figure 2. Box-plot showing that within NC75.2 the first cells to starve cheat. 
Labeled NC75.2 that was pre starved for an hour increased in frequency from the 
cell to spore stage when mixed with unlabeled newly starved cells (a). This was a 
significantly higher increase than in the labeling control (b) with no change (paired-
samples (-test, t(2) = -3.18,p < 0.05). 
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DISCUSSION 
In our experimental mixes, we observed large increases in the percentage of 
pre starved cells, indicating that early starvers cheat by forming more than their fair share 
of the spores while forcing late starvers to produce disproportionately more sterile stalk 
cells (see supplementary material). Roughly 20 percent of the cells in an aggregate form 
the stalk, while 80 percent form spores. If pre starved cells formed no stalk cells in 1: 1 
mixes with newly starved cells, we would see a 25 percent increase in pre starved cells 
among the spores. We observed average increases in pre starved cells ranging from over 
half this maximum increase to almost the full amount, indicating that entering fruiting 
body development first is potentially a viable strategy for wild clones to increase their 
fitness at a cost to another clone. 
Studies using wild type cells showed that cells fed glucose preferentially form 
prespore cells, and then spores, over cells denied glucose (Leach et aI., 1973; Thompson 
& Kay, 2000). One might expect pre starved cells to behave like the cells denied glucose 
and form stalk. Alternatively, starving first could provide an opportunity to gear up for 
competition with cells that starve later. Loomis proposed (1993) that there is a race 
among cells entering development to become prespore first and Kay & Thompson (2001) 
showed that prespore cells, which generally form spores, produce a stalk differentiation 
inducing factor (DIF) which causes other cells to form stalk. Prestalk cells are also more 
sensitive to DIF than prespore cells (Thompson & Kay, 2000). 
Our results extend the finding that a single initiation-competent cell becomes a spore 
when mixed with mutants that could not initiate aggregation (Huang et at., 1997), by 
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generalizing it to wild type cells, and showing that it is not an idiosyncratic effect of that 
mutation. Shaulsky and Kessin (2007) suggested that developing quickly might be a way 
to cheat, although a number of mutants with this characteristic do not. The rblA-null 
mutant develops more quickly than wild type, but loses in chimeras with wild type due to 
an extreme sensitivity to DIF also conferred by the mutation (MacWilliams et a/., 2006). 
The possible pleiotropic effects of mutations may make it unsuitable to compare 
developmental growth rate and cheating ability in mutants to that of the treated wild type 
or wild lines in our experiments. 
In wild type lines, glucose-fed cells start developing before cells denied glucose 
(Inouye & Takeuchi, 1982). Our pre starved NC75.2 cells clearly had an hour head start 
on development over the newly starved cells they later aggregated with, and AX4 
pre starved cells also aggregated and developed faster than newly starved cells 
(supplementary material, Figure S 1). Perhaps, the precocious development of pre starved 
cells gives them a head start in the race to become prespore first and allows them to 
produce DIF, like glucose-fed prespore cells, before the cells that starve later can, causing 
late starvers to form stalk. 
The success of initiators raises the question of why there is not a selective race to start 
fruiting body development earlier and earlier. Relatedness is high in nature (Gilbert et a/., 
2007), so cells are likely to form clonal fruiting bodies where there is no fitness 
advantage to starving first. However, there is an advantage to consuming all available 
food and dividing as much as possible before entering development. When competing 
with clones that starve earlier, the magnitude of this benefit depends on how much food is 
left to consume. There is likely to be relatively little, considering that one clone already 
sensed starvation. In any case, late starvers would have higher fitness in clonal fruiting 
bodies than in chimeras with early starvers, where they are cheated into forming 
disproportionately more stalk. If the time between the onsets of starvation is large, the 
two clones are unlikely to form chimeras, as we saw almost complete segregation of 
newly starved NC75.2 and 4 hour prestarved NC75.2 (data not shown). 
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Owing to high relatedness (Gilbert et ai., 2007), the risk of being cheated in nature is 
relatively low, but there are also good reasons to join non-clonemates despite the 
possibility of being cheated. First, entering the social cycle is necessary to produce 
drought tolerant spores, since Dictyostelium discoideum cannot form hardy unicellular 
microcysts (Bonner, 1982; Raper, 1984). Second, cells may operate under a veil of 
ignorance, having little information on how many surrounding cells precede or follow 
them in starvation and their likelihood of becoming a spore. Third, joining a chimera can 
give size advantages that accrue to a larger multicellular individual. These include longer 
migration during the motile slug stage (Foster et ai., 2002) and greater fruiting body 
height, which may increase dispersal success and outweigh the potential cost of 
victimization. 
Our findings also show that the advantage of starving earlier outweighs disadvantages 
owing to nutrition. Thus, caste determination in D. discoideum is not like that of worker 
and queen social insects. It is more like the ascension to queenship in paper wasp 
colonies by older but smaller workers (Hughes and Strassmann, 1988; Strassmann & 
Meyer, 1983). 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CHAPTER 1 
AN INVITA nON TO DIE: INITIATORS OF SOCIALITY IN A SOCIAL AMOEBA 
BECOME SELFISH SPORES 
This is reproduced from the version posted online for Biology Letters. The spelling has 
been changed from British to American English. 
Kuzdzal-Fick, 1. 1., Queller, D. C., & Strassmann, 1. E. (2010). An invitation to die: 
initiators of sociality in a social amoeba become selfish spores. Bioi Lett, 6, 800-802. 
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Lab strain AX4 
To analyze the reproductive fate of the first cells to starve, we looked at the 
behavior in the laboratory strain AX4. We pre starved cells and mixed them with cells of 
the same clone starved 4 hours later. We raised axenic clones AX4 and green fluorescent 
protein-labeled AX4 (AX4-gfp) in HL5 supplemented with vitamins and antibiotics 
(Brock & Gomer, 1999) in a shaking incubator at 22°C at 200 rpm (1" orbit). To select 
for green fluorescent protein-labeled AX4 cells, we treated AX4-gfp with G418 (5 J.lg/ml 
Invitrogen). For each replicate, the AX4 and AX4-gfp cells had a doubling time of 
between 9 and 10.1 hours. We split the AX4 and labeled AX4 cultures in half and formed 
two treatment groups: a pre starved treatment and a newly starved one. 
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We left the cells from the newly starved treatment in HLS and placed them back 
in the shaking incubator. To remove the nutrients from the pre starved treatment cells, we 
centrifuged each clone for three minutes at 260 ref. We centrifuged the pre starved 
treatment clones two times in KK2 buffer (16.S3 mM KH2P04, 3.8S mM K2HP04), 
pouring off the supernatant and resuspending the cells in KK2 after each round of 
centrifuging. After the second wash, we resuspended the prestarved cells in a flask in a 
volume ofKK2 equal to the HLS they were previously in. We then placed the prestarved 
cells in the shaking incubator for 4 hours. 
Four hours after we washed the prestarved cells free of nutrients, we repeated this 
process with the newly starved treatment cells by centrifuging them 3 times. We 
centrifuged the starving cells a third time with the newly starved treatment cells. We then 
diluted all 4 sets of cells to 4 * 107 cells/ml, and prepared 1: 1 mixes of two reciprocal 
experimental mixes (pre starved labeled AX4 with newly starved AX4 and newly starved 
labeled AX4 with pre starved AX4), a newly starved labeling control (newly starved 
labeled AX4 with newly starved AX4), and a pre starved labeling control (prestarved 
labeled AX4 with pre starved AX4), as noted in the main text. We plated 100 III of each 
clone treatment and each mix in an approximately 1 em diameter spot on KK2 soaked 0.8 
11m pore size nitrocellulose filters (Millipore) resting on KK2 soaked 0.9 mm thick 
cellulose filter pads (Pall). We calculated the proportion oflabeled AX4 and AX4 cells in 
each mix by using light and fluorescent microscopy and counting a minimum of SOO cells 
per mix with a Nikon Eclipse E 1 000 microscope. We allowed the cells to form fruiting 
bodies at room temperature (~22°C) in a dark drawer. We waited at least two days to 
collect the spores from each filter by washing the filters in KK2 + 0.1 % NP40, a 
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detergent that spores are resistant to, but cells are not. Then we calculated the proportion 
oflabeled AX4 and AX4 spores by using light and fluorescent microscopy and counting 
a minimum of 500 spores per mix with a Nikon Eclipse E 1 000 microscope. By analyzing 
the cells and spores with a hemocytometer, we were also able to calculate the number of 
cells we plated and the number of spores produced for each mix and individual clone 
treatment. 
We were able to account for unlabeled AX4-gfp cells and spores in each mixture 
by determining the proportion of pre starved and newly starved treatment AX4-gfp cells 
and spores that were actually glowing. We then used the corrected proportion of labeled 
AX4 in each mix to calculate the percent change in labeled AX4 from the cell to spore 
stage for each of the mixes ((% labeled AX4 in spores - % labeled AX4 in cells)/ % 
labeled AX4 in cells * 100), and analyzed the combined results from the five replicates. 
In addition, we calculated the spore return for each clone treatment and mix by dividing 
the number of spores collected from each filter by the number of cells plated. This 
provided us with a means of assessing the health of each clone in each treatment, and the 
ability to determine whether certain treated clones appeared to be cheating by simply 
producing significantly more spores per cell than others. We used the program StatView 
5.0 to run ANOVAs and Post Hoc tests. When there was more than a 10% change in 
labeled AX4 in either control mix, we determined that there was a labeling effect that 
caused AX4 and labeled AX4 to behave differently, so we did not include the 
experiments in our analysis. 
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We altered the preceding protocol a little during some of the experiments. During 
the first experiment, we centrifuged the pre starved treatment cells three times. Then we 
resuspended the cells in a couple of milliliters ofKK2 buffer in a 50 ml Falcon tube so 
that we could later dilute them to 4* 107 cells/ml. Because this left the starving treatment 
cells at a much higher density than the newly starved treatment cells, we altered the 
protocol for the following experiments to help standardize the density of cells between 
the two treatments. 
For the first three experiments, we set the cultures at 106 cells/ml each day, which 
resulted in us harvesting the cells during middle to late log phase growth. For the last two 
experiments, we grew the cells in a shaking incubator at 22°C at 128 rpm (2'"orbit) and 
set the cultures at 5* 105 cells/ml each day, so that the cells from both treatments would 
be in mid-log phase growth when washed free of nutrients. 
During the fourth experiment, there were still a number of slugs remaining after 
two days of fruiting body formation, so we provided direct overhead light overnight to 
induce fruiting. Because of this, we allowed the cells from the fifth experiment to form 
fruiting bodies under direct overhead light. We followed this protocol to analyze the rate 
of fruiting body formation in pre starved cells and newly starved cells. 
We examined the rate of fruiting body formation by pre starved cells and newly 
starved cells by raising 3 samples ofAX4 and splitting each into a pre starved and newly 
starved treatment, as described above. Four hours after plating the cells, we began taking 
pictures of the cells every hour for 12 hours. 
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Wild clone NC75.2 
To determine the reproductive fate of the first cells to starve in a wild clone on a 
solid substrate, we experimented with wild clone NC75.2. We prepared two sets of 
NC75.2 plates that would be ready for harvesting an hour apart, with the first set of plates 
used for the prestarved treatment and the second set for the newly starved treatment. For 
the prestarved treatment, we collected vegetative cells in exponential growth phase that 
were growing on SM/5 nutrient plates (Sussman, 1987) with E. coli bacteria. We washed 
the cells free of nutrients by suspending them in cold KK2 buffer and centrifuging them 3 
times for 3 minutes at 260 ref (these centrifuge settings were consistent throughout the 
experiment). We then prepared two tubes of cells diluted with cold KK2 to 4 * 106 cells/ml 
and added 5 ~M Cell Tracker Green CMFDA to one tube in order to fluorescently label 
those prestarved cells. After 20 minutes of shaking on a Nutator shaker, we centrifuged 
the labeled and unlabeled pre starved cells 2 times with room temperature KK2. This 
removed the dye from the labeled cells' buffer, while treating the other cells the same. To 
allow the labeled cells time to efflux extra dye, we let the labeled and unlabeled cells 
shake on the Nutator shaker for 30 minutes. We then centrifuged the samples 2 times 
using cold KK2 for the second spin, broke up the pellets, and let the cells sit on ice. 
We diluted the cells to 4 * 107 cells/ml and carefully plated 20 ~l of the pre starved 
labeled cells in an approximately 6 mm diameter spot onto 0.8 ~m pore size 
nitrocellulose filters (Millipore) resting on nutrient-free starving agar (0.36 g Na2HP04, 
1.98 g KH2P04, 20 g agar, 1 L H20). These labeled cells sat for an hour to become the 
prestarved cells in our pre starved NC75.2 with newly starved NC75.2 experimental 
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mixes. In addition to the experimental mixes, we prepared 1: 1 labeling control mixes of 
labeled NC75.2 and unlabeled NC75.2 and plated them by adding 20 ~l of the mix to the 
filter, allowing the cells to settle, and then plating another 20 ~l of the mix on top. We 
also plated the unlabeled and labeled "pre starved" cells by themselves in the same way to 
help keep their cell density consistent with the experimental and control mixes. 
An hour after we began washing the pre starved cells free of nutrients and 
labeling a set of them, we performed the same steps with the newly starved cells, but we 
only prepared an unlabeled tube. We treated the pre starved and newly starved cells the 
same, but the newly starved cells were ready to plate an hour after the pre starved cells. 
As with the pre starved cells, we diluted the newly starved cells to 4* 107 cells/ml and 
carefully plated 20 ~l on top of the pre starved cells, taking care to disturb the pre starved 
cells as little as possible. We also prepared a plate of newly starved NC75.2 in the same 
manner as the other clone treatments. To replicate the experimental mix in a way we 
could sample to determine cell density and percent glowing, we carefully pipetted 20 ~l 
of prestarved labeled cells left on ice and then 20 ~l of newly starved unlabeled cells into 
an Eppendorf tube. We prepared 2 of these tubes to insure that the pipetting was 
replicable, and averaged data collected from both samples together. 
We used an Accuri C6 Flow Cytometer to determine the percent of labeled cells 
in each mix and the number of cells we plated for the experimental and control mixes as 
well as the prestarved, pre starved labeled, and newly starved clone treatments. For each 
sample, we took the average cell density and percent labeled data over 3 runs which 
sampled at least 50,000 cells each. 
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After the cells had at least 4 days to develop into fruiting bodies in a dark 
incubator at 22°C, we collected the spores from each nitrocellulose filter in 2 ml ofKK2 
+ 0.1 % NP40. We ran each spore sample on the Accuri C6 Flow Cytometer 3 times (n > 
10,000) and averaged the results to determine the percent labeled spores in the mixes and 
the number of spores collected for each sample. We calculated the percent change in 
labeled NC75.2 from the cell to spore stage for each of the mixes ((% labeled NC75.2 in 
spores - % labeled NC75.2 in cells)/ % labeled NC75.2 in cells * 100), and analyzed the 
combined results from the 3 replicates. We also calculated the number of spores collected 
per cell plated for each clone treatment and both experimental and control mixes as a 
means of accessing the health of the cells in our experiment. In addition, we collected at 
least 12 individual fruiting bodies from the experimental and control mixes to make sure 
that pre starved and newly starved cells were aggregating and forming fruiting bodies 
together. We used the program StatView 5.0 to run ANOVAs and Post Hoc tests and 
Microsoft Office Excel 2007 with Analysis ToolPak to run the paired-samples t-test. 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESULTS 
For both the experiments with AX4 and NC75.2, one-way ANOVAs revealed that 
there were no significant dIfferences in the number of spores collected per cell plated 
between any of the clone treatments or mixes. This indicates that the treated clones were 
of a consistent health, and that pre starved cells did not appear to be cheating by simply 
producing more spores per cell than newly starved treatment clones. 
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Prestarved AX4 cells formed fruiting bodies more quickly than newly starved 
cells did. The pre starved cells from each sample ofAX4 (a, b, and c) began aggregating 
by 4 hours after plating, while the newly starved cells had not (Figure S 1). The pre starved 
cells continued to form fruiting bodies ahead of the newly starved cells, as shown through 
12 hours after plating (Figure S1). 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 
Figure S 1. Prestarved AX4 cells form fruiting bodies faster than newly starved AX4 cells 
in all three samples (a, b, and c). 
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SUPPLEMENTAL DISCUSSION 
Leach and colleagues (1973) found that the glycogen content of cells does not 
directly correspond to spore forming preference. They showed that axenic cells in 
exponential growth phase preferentially form spores when mixed with axenic stationary 
phase cells. Here, stationary phase cells have higher glycogen content than the 
exponential growth cells. Our pre starved AX4 cells presumably have lower glycogen 
content that the newly starved AX4 cells (De Chastellier & Ryter ,1977), and although 
the newly starved AX4 cells were washed free of nutrients later in exponential growth 
phase than the pre starved AX4 cells, neither group was in stationary phase when starved. 
For the last two AX4 experiments, we harvested both the pre starved AX4 and newly 
starved AX4 cells during mid-log growth and observed similar results to the first three 
AX4 experiments, in that the first cells to starve cheated. The results of these two 
experiments confirm that cheating by pre starved AX4 cells is not a result of newly 
starved treatment cells being in stationary phase when starved versus pre starved cells 
being in exponential growth. In addition, our experiment with wild clone NC75.2 extends 
our finding that the first cells to starve cheat to a wild clone in a more natural scenario. 
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CHAPTER 2: LOW RELATEDNESS ENVIRONMENTS FAVOR THE EVOLUTION 
OF DE NOVO CHEATERS IN A SOCIAL AMOEBA 
ABSTRACT 
Suppression of cheating has played a vital role in the major transitions in the 
history of life, including that of single celled organisms to multicellular organisms. The 
social amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum undergoes this transition every time the free-
living, soil dwelling amoebae starve and aggregate together to form a multicellular 
fruiting body. Multiple genetically distinct clones can aggregate to form a chimera, where 
one clone may cheat and form disproportionately more spores, while forcing the other to 
form more than its fair share of the sterile stalk. Despite the potential for invasion by 
cheaters, altruistic cooperation remains intact, largely due to the high relatedness 
conditions found in nature that mean obligate social parasites cannot survive. We used an 
experimental evolution approach to test our hypothesis that under low relatedness 
conditions de novo D. discoideum cheaters would be selected for and proliferate. Starting 
with a single clonal ancestor, we selected for spore production over 31 social generations 
under low relatedness conditions. We found that 19 out of 24 evolved lines showed 
. 
significant evidence of cheating the ancestor. Our findings provide unprecedented 
confirmation of the importance that relatedness plays in the maintenance of cooperation 
in D. discoideum. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cooperation among genes, cells, and organisms is essential to the evolution of 
major transitions in the history oflife (Maynard Smith & Szathmary, 1995). Cheaters, 
who gain the benefits of cooperation without paying all or any of the costs, could 
potentially devastate cooperation and the evolution of sociality, yet evidence of 
cooperation remains ubiquitous. From cooperation in microbes, to eusociality in insects, 
cheaters have been kept at bay. Cooperation can be stabilized by a number of 
mechanisms including high relatedness among individuals in a group (Gilbert et al., 
2007; Hamilton, 1964), policing and competition suppression (Frank, 1995), evolution of 
cheater resistance (Fiegna et ai., 2006; Khare et aI., 2009), genetic restraint within a 
potential cheater (Foster et ai., 2004), and fitness costs to non-cooperators (Ennis et aI., 
2000). Examining what conditions allow cheaters to invade and increase in frequency in a 
laboratory setting can add to our understanding of how cheating is avoided or kept in 
check in nature. 
The social amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum is a model organism for studying 
the evolution of altruism, cheaters, and cheater resistance. The unicellular amoebae live 
in the soil and feed on bacteria, but when faced with starvation they aggregate together 
and develop into a multicellular fruiting body. Here, roughly 20 to 25 percent ofthe cells 
altruistically die to form a stalk of vacuo Ii zed cells that holds aloft a sorus of hardy 
reproductively capable spores (Bonner & Slitkin, 1949). The stalk is thought to help 
protect the spores from the hazards of the soil, and aid in the dispersal of spores by water 
and passing invertebrates to potentially more hospitable environments (Bonner, 1982; 
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Huss,1989). Fruiting bodies in nature are often composed of a single clone (Gilbert et aI., 
2007), but the potential for conflict occurs when multiple genetically distinct clones 
aggregate to form a chimeric fruiting body, and they readily do so in the lab (Strassmann 
et ai., 2000). In this case, one clone may be able to cheat and form disproportionately 
more spores while forcing the other clone to form more than its fair share of the sterile 
stalk (Strassmann et al., 2000). 
Despite the possibility of invasion by cheaters, altruism persists in D. discoideum. 
In 2007 Gilbert and colleagues provided evidence that this is largely due to the high 
relatedness conditions common in nature. This is consistent with Hamilton's rule (1964), 
which indicates that an altruistic trait can be selected for if r * b > c. Here r is relatedness 
of the altruist to the beneficiary, b is the benefit to the beneficiary, and c is the cost to the 
altruist. This leads to the question: if low relatedness conditions were common, would 
cheaters be selected for and potentially wreak havoc on altruistic systems like fruiting 
body formation in D. discoideum? Indeed, laboratory-created cheater mutants have been 
shown to increase in frequency under low relatedness conditions in D. discoideum 
(Gilbert et al., 2007) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria (Griffin et al., 2004). 
Brockhurst and colleagues (2007) also found that de novo Pseudomonas fluorescens 
cheaters evolved under low relatedness conditions. 
To our knowledge, no previous study in eukaryotes has tested the hypothesis that 
de novo cheaters will increase in frequency under low relatedness conditions. We ran an 
experimental evolution study with D. discoideum to do just that. We started with a single 
clonal ancestor and plated a million spores evenly across each of 24 bacterial plates to 
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create low relatedness conditions where any mutants would mix thoroughly with the 
ancestor. After the spores germinated, underwent vegetative growth and fruiting body 
development, we collected the spores from each plate in separate vials. We then plated a 
million randomly selected spores from each vial evenly across new bacterial plates, 
resulting in relatively global competition. After 30 rounds of collecting and transferring 
spores and 31 rounds of fruiting body development, we found that the majority of 
evolved lines cheated the ancestor. 
METHODS 
Ancestral strain 
We started with the wild type lab strain AX4 which grows axenically in liquid 
culture without bacteria. To allow the strain an opportunity to adapt to growth on 
bacterial plates (SM/5 plates with Escherichia coli), we transferred 4*105 AX4 spores to 
10 cm diameter 35 ml SMl5 plates (Sussman, 1987) inoculated with E. coli over 10 
rounds of fruiting body formation. We then chose a single clonal isolate to initiate the 
experiment, hereafter called ''the ancestor," and froze samples of it for future use. 
Low relatedness conditions 
We plated 106 spores per 10 cm diameter SM/5 plate with E. coli to create a high 
density, low relatedness environment. To verify that this led to low relatedness and well 
mixed fruiting bodies, we plated 1: 1 mixes ofAX4 and green fluorescent protein-labeled 
AX4 (AX4-gfp) spores under these conditions. We collected at least 10 individual 
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fruiting bodies from three replicates and determined the percentage ofAX4-gfp in each 
fruiting body. "YVe analyzed a minimum of 300 spores for each fruiting body, and we used 
either fluorescent 'microscopy or an Accuri C6 flow cytometer to determine the 
proportion ofAX4-gfp in each fruiting body. We calculated relatedness in the fruiting 
bodies, r, using the following equation (Saxer et aI., 2010): 
r = (Pi (Pi - p) + (l - Pi)(l - Pi- (l - P»)) / (Pi (I - p) + (l - Pi)(l - (l - P»)). Here,pds the 
frequency ofa clone (AX4-gfp) in a fruiting body andp is the average frequency of that 
clone in the population, which we calculated as the average frequency ofAX4-gfp in the 
individual fruiting bodies we examined for each replicate. The r measures the probability, 
above random expectation, that a spore is associated with its own clone in fruiting bodies. 
Relatedness in fruiting bodies can range from -1 to 1, where 1 means uniclonal, 0 means 
randomly mixed, and negative numbers represents fruiting bodies that are more evenly 
mixed than expected by chance. As a positive control for low relatedness within fruiting 
bodies, we calculated relatedness in 10 fruiting bodies that developed from well mixed 
AX4 and AX4-gfp starving cells on nutrient-free filters. These experimental conditions 
were similar to those described in Chapter 3 for the "Non-fruiter cheating assays," but we 
did not need to label cells with Cell Tracker. 
Recovering samples from the freezer 
Before starting experiments with the ancestor or evolved lines, we recovered 
samples of spores from the freezer. We plated a loop full of spores from the frozen 
sample onto a SMl5 plate inoculated with E. coli, allowed the subsequent cells to form 
fruiting bodies, and plated 4* 105 of these spores onto another SMl5 plate with E. coli. 
We used spores from the resulting fruiting bodies to start experiments. 
Generations per plate 
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To determine the number of vegetative generations per plate the ancestor went 
through before fruiting body formation under the low relatedness conditions we have 
described, we plated 106 spores with E. coli on a SM/5 plate. We placed the plate in a 
22°C light incubator, allowed fruiting bodies to develop, and determined the number of 
spores produced by washing the plate and lid with KK2 phosphate buffer (16.53 mM 
KH2P04, 3.85 mM K2HP04) and collecting the resulting spores. We calculated the 
average sporulation efficiency of the ancestor from the data collected during the cheating 
assays to determine the number of spores produced per cell plated (described below). By 
taking into account the average sporulation efficiency of the ancestor, we determined the 
approximate number of cells present before fruiting body formation over 3 replicates. 
Similarly, we used the average germination efficiency to approximate the number of cells 
initially present on a plate. We determined the germination efficiency of the ancestor by 
plating 40 spores of the ancestor onto each of 3 SM/5 plates with E. coli, waiting 3 days 
for plaque formation, and counting the fraction of spores that germinated over 3 
replicates. To calculate the number of generations or doublings per plate, we used the 
following equation: In(average number of cells produced before fruiting body formation I 
the average number of initial cells) Iln(2). 
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Selection experiment 
We initially plated 106 spores of the clonal ancestor onto 24 different SM/5 plates 
with E. coli to start the 24 experimental evolution lines. After allowing fruiting bodies to 
develop for at least 4 days in a 22° light incubator, we used a sterilized loop to collect the 
spores from each line in separate Eppendorf tubes filled with KK2. We vortexed the 
tubes and diluted the spores from each line to 106 spores per 100 III and plated 100 III of 
this solution evenly onto new SM/5 plates with E. coli. From this point on, after each 
round of fruiting we collected as many spores from each line as possible by banging the 
spores onto the lid of each plate and washing the spores off the lid with KK2. We 
continued transferring 106 spores from each line onto new plates over a total of 30 
transfers, or 31 rounds of fruiting body formation, and froze the spores produced from the 
final transfer. 
Cheating assays 
After 31 rounds of fruiting, we tested each of the 24 lines against the ancestor and 
looked for evidence that the evolved lines cheated by contributing a greater proportion of 
cells to spores when competed 1:1 against its ancestor. We recovered the evolved lines 
and ancestor from the freezer as previously described. We harvested cells of the ancestor 
and lines during log growth and used 5 IlM Cell Tracker Green CMFDA (Invitrogen) to 
fluorescently label cells of the ancestor. We followed the same protocol previously 
described (see Supplement to Chapter! under "Wild clone NC75.2") where the labeled 
ancestor was tested against both evolved lines and a control set of unlabeled cells of the 
ancestor. The evolved lines and unlabeled ancestor were treated the same as the labeled 
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ancestor, but had no CellTracker added. We diluted each line and the labeled and 
unlabeled ancestor to 4 * 107 cells/ml in KK2 and prepared 1: 1 mixes of each line with the 
labeled ancestor. To insure that the CellTracker did not negatively affect the health of the 
labeled ancestor cells, we prepared labeling controls of 1: 1 ancestor and labeled ancestor. 
We pipetted either 50 f.ll or 100 f.ll of the cell dilutions or mixes onto 0.8 f.lm pore size 
nitrocellulose filters (Millipore) on starving agar plates (0.36 g Na2HP04, 1.98 g 
KH2P04, 20 g agar, 1 L H20). This resulted in an approximately 1 cm diameter spot when 
we plated 100 f.ll, and an approximately 7 mm diameter spot when we plated 50 f.ll of the 
cell solutions. The cells underwent fruiting body formation in a 22°C dark incubator, and 
we waited for at least two days after plating the cells to collect the resulting spores. To 
collect the spores, we washed each filter with KK2 + 0.1 % NP40 by vortexing the filter 
in an Eppendorf tube. 
For the vast majority of the replicates, we calculated the percentage of labeled 
ancestor in dilutions of the cell mixes and in the collected spores by using an Accuri C6 
flow cytometer with 1 to 3 runs per sample and over 18,000 cells or spores examined 
each run. We used light and fluorescent microscopy, with a minimum sample size of 500, 
to determine the percentage of labeled ancestor in the experimental and control mixes of 
cells from the first replicates of line 1 through 4 as well as the resulting spores from the 
first replicates of lines 1 and 2. We calculated the percent change of the labeled ancestor 
in each experimental and control mix as follows: (% labeled ancestor in spores - % 
labeled ancestor in cells)/ % labeled ancestor in cells * 100. We used Microsoft Excel 
2007's Data Analysis Tool Pack to run paired-sample {-tests comparing the percent 
change of the ancestor in each different experimental mix to the corresponding control 
mixes over 4 replicates. 
Spores produced per cell plated 
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For each line and mix, we used the average concentration data from 1 to 3 Accuri 
C6 flow cytometer runs per cell and spore sample (n > 18,000) to calculate the number of 
spores collected per cell plated, which is an estimate of the number of spores produced 
per cell. We used StatView version 5 to run ANOVAs to compare the number of spores 
produced per cell plated for each related line and mix over three replicates. These 
included the ancestor, labeled ancestor, labeling control (ancestor with labeled ancestor), 
experimental evolution line, and experimental mix (experimental evolution line with 
labeled ancestor). 
RESULTS 
Low relatedness conditions 
We hypothesized that low relatedness conditions would favor the evolution of 
cheaters in D. discoideum. We started with a clonal ancestor, and predicted that our low 
relatedness conditions would provide the opportunity for naturally occurring cheater 
mutants to increase in frequency by forming disproportionately more spores than the cells 
it cheated. We verified that plating 106 spores per bacterial plate (10 cm diameter SM/5 
plate inoculated with E. coli) would create a high density, low relatedness environment 
with well mixed fruiting bodies resulting from 1: 1 mixes ofAX4 and AX4-gfp spores. 
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Figure 3. Plating 106 spores 
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Relatedness within fruiting bodies formed under our low relatedness conditions 
(median = 0.0093) and our positive control for low relatedness within fruiting bodies 
produced from starving cells plated on a nutrient-free substrate (median = 0.0002) was 
not significantly different (Figure 3, Mann-Whitney U= 151, nl = 32, n2 = 10,p = 0.790). 
Relatedness within fruiting bodies was near 0 under each scenario, which indicates that 
our experimental conditions provided a low relatedness environment. 
Generations per plate 
We used data collected on the ancestor to determine the number of vegetative 
generations per plate. We determined that there was an average of9.36 vegetative 
generations per plate, or 290.16 vegetative generations over 31 rounds of fruiting body 
formation, assuming the vegetative generation number remained unchanged. For this 
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calculation, we needed to ascertain the starting number of cells on a plate and the number 
of cells produced before fruiting body formation. Not all spores plated germinate. The 
average germination efficiency of the ancestor was 70% (n = 3, SE= 0.066). Taking 
germination efficiency into account, each plate started with roughly 7* 105 cells. When 
starving cells are plated onto a nutrient-free substrate, the average number of spores 
produced per cell plated, or sporulation efficiency, for the ancestor was 57.36% (n = 13, 
SE = 4.45%). The total number of spores formed when 106 spores were plated on an 
SM/5 plate with E. coli was 2.64*108 spores per plate (n = 3, SE = 1.48*107). When 
sporulation efficiency was accounted for, there was an average of 4.61 * 108 cells 
produced on a plate before the cells starved and began fruiting body development. 
Do evolved lines cheat the ancestor? 
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Figure 4. We found that 19 of the 24 experimentally evolved lines (black bold) 
cheated the ancestor. In 1: 1 experimental mixes with these lines, the labeled ancestor 
decreased significantly more from the starved cell to spore stage than in 1: 1 control 
mixes with the unlabeled ancestor (one-tailed paired-sample t-test, n = 4, P < 0.05). 
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Line 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
M control 0.85 0.85 -0.02 -0.02 -2.41 -2.41 -1.98 -1.98 -0.57 -0.57 0.88 -1.98 
M experimental -26.16 -14.63 -30.48 -13.77 -28.84 -19.91 -17.42 -9.10 -21.72 -28.83 -14.40 -21.80 
df 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
t stat 2.606 1.679 3.798 1.569 2.946 2.451 1.871 0.966 3.375 8.458 4.110 4.886 
P value 0.040 0.096 0.016 0.107 0.030 0.046 0.079 0.203 0.022 0.002 0.013 0.008 
Line 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
M control 1.03 2.04 2.04 2.04 2.04 2.04 1.18 1.18 0.66 1.18 1.18 1.18 
M experimental -17.06 -21.36 4.50 -20.31 -11.20 -27.62 -21.17 -29.27 -40.85 -27.28 -21.15 -31.92 
df 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
t stat 7.616 4.954 -0.585 5.357 3.855 7.591 5.491 9.657 16.607 8.410 3.319 4.129 
P value 0.D02 0.008 0.3DO 0.006 0.015 0.002 0.D06 O.DOl 0.000 0.002 0.023 0.013 
Table 1. Means and one-tailed paired-sample (-test statistics for comparisons of the 
percent change of the labeled ancestor in labeling controls and experimental mixes. 
To test our hypothesis that naturally occurring D. discoideum cheaters would 
readily increase in frequency under low relatedness conditions, we determined if the 
ancestor was cheated by our experimentally evolved lines. Mutants with increased 
vegetative growth rates would also be expected to increase in frequency during the 
selection experiment. However, the design of our cheating assays essentially eliminated 
the effects that differences in vegetative growth rate could have on competition over 
spore production. The evolved lines underwent 31 rounds of fruiting body formation and 
290 vegetative generations in low relatedness environments. For 19 of the 24 
experimental evolution lines (Figure 4 shown in black bold numbers), the percent 
decrease of the labeled ancestor was significantly greater in the experimental mixes than 
in the labeling controls (one-tailed paired-sample (-test, n = 4,p < 0.05; see Table 1 for 
means and (stats). When mixed 1:1 with the ancestor, these 19 experimentally evolved 
lines increased in frequency during fruiting from the starved cell to spore stage, 
indicating that they cheated the ancestor. One-way ANOV As revealed no significant 
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differences between the number of spores produced per cell plated for any of the mixes or 
lines within a set of experiments (p> 0.05, n = 3 except for line 21, where n = 4). 
DISCUSSION 
Hamilton's rule indicates that an altruistic trait can increase in frequency when the 
benefit to the recipient, weighted by the altruist's relatedness to it, is greater than the cost 
to the altruist (Hamilton, 1964). It follows that under low relatedness conditions, cheaters 
that reap the benefits of cooperation without paying the costs could evolve and invade an 
altruistic system. Using an experimental evolution approach with Dictyostelium 
discoideum, we have shown for the first time in a eukaryote that de novo cheaters readily 
evolved and were selected for under low relatedness conditions (Figure 4). 
We found that 19 ofthe 24 evolved lines cheated the ancestor by forming 
disproportionately more spores. If we assume that 25 percent of starved cells form the 
stalk, we would expect a maximum of a -33.33 percent change in the ancestor if cheaters 
form no stalk cells in 1: 1 mixes. Many of our evolved lines exhibited strong levels of 
cheating against the ancestor, but in mixes with line 21 the ancestor consistently 
decreased beyond this 33.33 percent change. Factors beyond the simplistic scenario of all 
cells aggregating and 25 percent forming the stalk must be at play here: For instance, line 
21 might have divided after starvation while the ancestor did not, or it might have 
somehow caused fewer of the ancestral cells than expected to successfully enter an 
aggregate. Future experiments could investigate the cause of these larger than expected 
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levels of cheating, but it is clear from our work that line 21 out-competes the ancestor to 
form disproportionately more spores. 
We used spore density to manipulate relatedness, achieving low relatedness 
conditions with a high density of spores. By collecting the spores produced from a round 
of fruiting body formation, vigorously mixing the spores, and replating an arbitrary 
sample of a million of these spores evenly across a SM/5 plate inoculated with E. coli, we 
obtained low relatedness conditions (Figure 3). Each line started with a population of a 
single clonal ancestor, and as mutations arose these experimental conditions led to a near 
random distribution of genotypes for each cell to interact with. Hence, cells with de novo 
cheater mutations were likely to aggregate with exploitable cooperators. The loci that 
governed cheating behavior were the ones under selection, and the important ones in 
terms of relatedness (Grafen, 1985). 
While limited dispersal can lead to high relatedness conditions (Hamilton, 1964), 
it can also lead to increased competition among relatives, which has been shown to 
reduce the benefits of kin selected altruism (Frank, 1998; Taylor, 1992; Wilson et at., 
1992). Iron is a major limiting growth factor for in vivo cultures of the opportunistic 
pathogenic bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and the bacteria are known to produce 
iron-scavenging siderophores to deal with this issue (Ankenbauer et ai., 1985). Conflict 
may occur between cooperative siderophore producers and cheaters that uptake iron 
chelated by siderophores without paying the cost of producing siderophores themselves 
(Harrison & Buckling, 2005). Griffin and colleagues (2004) found that in Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa the cooperative production of siderophores, a common good, increased in 
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frequency under high relatedness conditions when the scale of competition was global, 
but not when the scale of competition was local. Conversely, cheaters increased in 
frequency under low relatedness conditions, and were more successful under local 
competition than global (Griffin et aI., 2004). If one considers an aggregation territory or 
a fruiting body a "subpopulation" of D. discoideum amoebae, since these are the cells that 
are directly interacting in the social stage, then our lines were under relatively global 
competition. Griffin and colleagues (2004) found that under low relatedness conditions 
cheaters were more successful at invading their cooperative system under local 
competition than global. Here, we have shown that de novo D. discoideum cheaters 
readily increased in frequency under low relatedness conditions with relatively global 
competition. Cheaters were at a high enough frequency in 19 of our 24 lines to show 
significant evidence that these lines cheated the ancestor (Figure 4) by forming more than 
their fair share of spores. 
The difference in the success of cheaters under low relatedness conditions and 
relatively global competition between Griffin and colleagues' (2004) study and ours may 
stem from their subpopulation structure. In their study, homogenous subpopulations of 
cooperators or cheaters were common and when alone cooperators were more productive. 
Under their global competition treatment, subpopulations of siderophore producing 
cooperators contributed more to the next generation's population (Griffin et at., 2004). 
However, under their local competition treatment each subpopulation contributed equally 
to the next generation, which negated the advantage of increased productivity among 
cooperators (Griffin et ai., 2004). In contrast, in D. discoideum facultative cheaters may 
be just as productive as their cooperative victims when grown c10nally (Santorelli et aI., 
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2008), and under our low relatedness conditions, cheaters were unlikely to form clonal 
fruiting bodies. In our study, cheaters increased in frequency by forming more than their 
fair share of spores, thereby contributing disproportionately more to the next generation 
where they were provided with favorable conditions to cheat again. 
A study examining cheating in the production of a common good in E. coli 
showed similar results to ours, in that cheaters increased in frequency under low 
relatedness conditions with global competition (Le Gac and Doebli, 2009). Strains of E. 
coli carrying colecingenic plasmids can produce toxic colic ins that they are resistant to. 
Only a fraction of the strain carrying the colicigenic plasmids actually produces colicin, 
and these members pay the cost of lysing to release it. The benefit of colicin production is 
that it reduces competition with other non-resistant bacteria. Cheating occurs in colicin 
producing strains when mutants evolve that are resistant to the toxin but cannot produce 
it. In viscous populations, E. coli strains are under relatively high relatedness conditions 
with relatively local competition. Le Gac and Doebli (2009) found that these conditions 
were not sufficient to maintain cooperation, but de novo cheaters were less prominent in 
populations under these conditions than in non-viscous populations. Non-viscous 
populations had relatively low relatedness and global competition, which allowed 
cheaters to readily increase in frequency (Le Gac and Doebli, 2009). 
Hamilton (1964) postulated that in addition to limited dispersal, kin recognition 
could also lead to high relatedness among interacting individuals needed for altruism to 
evolve. Although many methods of kin recognition that require learning have only been 
described in animals (reviewed in Mateo, 2004), recognition genes can provide a means 
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of kin discrimination in microorganisms. Cooperative strains of the social amoeba 
Dictyostelium purpureum avoid cheaters by recognizing clonemates and preferentially 
forming fruiting bodies with them (Mehdiabadi et ai., 2006). Kin discrimination has also 
been found in D. discoideum, where "kin discrimination increases with genetic distance" 
(Ostrowski et al., 2008). Recently, lag (now renamed tgr) genes have been implicated as 
D. discoideum recognition genes, with evidence that wild clones lacking functionallagBI 
or lagCI genes segregated from their parent strains (Benabentos et ai., 2009). These 
genes were also highly polymorphic in wild strains, and those polymorphisms were 
correlated to levels of kin discrimination (Benabentos et al., 2009). 
Despite the presence of apparent recognition genes, many wild D. discoideum 
clones, presumably with similar tgr genes, have been found to readily form chimeras in 
the laboratory. This was the case in Saxer and colleagues' (2010) study examining 
frequency changes of 8 clones in initially equally mixed populations that underwent 10 
rounds of fruiting body formation under low relatedness conditions. With remarkable 
repeatability over 12 replicates, they found that under low relatedness conditions 3 strains 
increased in frequency. With further testing, they concluded that a short unicellular stage 
and high spore production were responsible for the rise of the clones within each 
population; not cheating. We have previously shown (Kuzdzal-Fick et ai., 2010; see 
Chapter 1) that the first cells to starve and initiate aggregation cheated cells that starved 
later. However, Saxer and colleagues' (2010) method of accessing cheating likely 
eliminated detection of this type of cheating because they forced each line to starve at the 
same time by washing vegetative growth cells free of nutrients. Saxer and colleagues' 
(2010) lines with short unicellular stages developed fruiting bodies faster than other 
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clones, despite having similar germination and vegetative growth rates on nutrient plates 
with bacteria. If these lines behaved similarly in mixed populations under low relatedness 
conditons, they were likely the first cells to starve and initiate aggregation, and were 
therefore prospective cheaters. Two out of three of the strains that increased in frequency 
under low relatedness conditions could potentially be this type of cheater. 
High relatedness conditions can favor cooperation in microbes such as D. 
discoideum, and conversely cheaters can be selected for under low relatedness conditions 
(Gilbert et aI., 2007; Griffin et aI., 2004; reviewed in Chapter 4). Up to this point, most 
empirical data demonstrating an increase in cheaters has been obtained through selection 
experiments pitting known cheater mutants against cooperators under low relatedness 
conditions (reviewed in Chapter 4). A notable exception to this was shown in the 
cooperative pathogenic bacterium Pseudomonas jluorescens, where evolution of de novo 
cheaters increased with decreased relatedness induced by increased bottleneck size 
(Brockhurst, 2007). We believe that our study is the first one to show that de novo 
cheaters can be selected for under low relatedness conditions in a eukaryote. As such, we 
provide critical evidence demonstrating the important role relatedness plays in the 
evolution of cooperation. 
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL EVOLUTION OF DE NOVO OBLIGATE SOCIAL 
PARASITES IN POPULATIONS OF DICTYOSTELIUM DISCOIDEUMUNDER LOW 
RELATEDNESS CONDITIONS 
ABSTRACT 
Understanding the evolution of cooperation is important because of its crucial role 
in shaping the evolution of life (Maynard Smith & Szathmary, 1995). Cheaters that reap 
the benefits of cooperation without paying the full costs threaten to undermine social 
systems. High relatedness conditions may favor cooperation, while cheaters may be able 
to invade in low relatedness environments (Hamilton, 1964). Obligate social parasites 
pose a grave threat to cooperation. Because they cannot cooperate on their own, if 
obligate cheaters reach fixation in a population the cooperative trait will be lost and the 
population may also go extinct. We have previously documented that low relatedness 
conditions can be sufficient to favor the evolution of de novo cheaters in the social 
amoebae Dictyostelium discoideum (Chapter 2). Cheaters in this social system form 
disproportionately more fertile spores in fruting bodies, while forcing their victims to 
form more than their share of the sterile stalk. We examined clonal isolates within each of 
24 evolved lines for their ability to form fruiting bodies, and found that many lines 
contained a high percentage of non-fruiters. N on-fruiters are cell lines that are incapable 
of making a stalk on their own, and therefore depend on parasitizing another clone to 
produce a normal fruiting body and spores. Non-fruiters could increase in frequency if 
they were obligate social parasites, and we found that the majority ofnon-fruiter clonal 
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isolates tested were indeed obligate cheaters. Obligate cheaters readily evolved under low 
relatedness conditions in the lab, but have never been documented in wild clones of D. 
discoideum. Our results confirm the importance of high relatedness conditions in the 
maintenance of cooperation in nature. 
INTRODUCTION 
Despite the potential for invasion by cheaters, cooperation remains ubiquitous in 
nature and reflects that the evolution of sociality has shaped life as we know it (Maynard 
Smith & Szathmary, 1995). High relatedness conditions tend to favor the evolution and 
maintenance of cooperation (Hamilton, 1964), while cheaters that reap cooperative 
benefits without paying the costs have been shown to readily evolve in low relatedness 
environments (reviewed in Chapter 4). Obligate cheaters, or social parasites, are 
particularly threatening to cooperative systems because they do not cooperate sufficiently 
amongst themselves. In most cases, the population will go extinct if the obligate parasite 
reaches fixation. 
We have previously shown that low relatedness conditions can favor the evolution 
of de novo cheaters in Dictyostelium discoideum (Chapter 2). The social amoebae D. 
discoideum is a model organism for studying the evolution of sociality partly because it 
undergoes the transition from unicellular to multicellular organism every time it faces 
starvation. When the solitary free-living amoebae run out of bacterial prey to consume, 
they aggregate together and undergo fruiting body formation. Roughly 20 to 25 percent 
of the cells in an aggregate die to form vacuolized stalk cells, while the remaining cells 
form hardy reproductively capable spores (Bonner & Slifkin, 1949). The stalk lifts the 
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spores above the potentially dangerous soil surface, where they are more likely to be 
distributed by passing invertebrates or water (Bonner, 1982; Huss, 1989; Kessin, 2001). 
Conflicts of interest in determining who forms which caste occur when genetically 
distinct clones aggregate together to form a chimera. One clone may cheat and form more 
than their fair share of spores, while forcing the other clone to form disproportionately 
more of the sterile stalk (Strassmann et aI., 2000). 
Some species of birds (Payne, 1977) and many species of hymenoptera (Brandt et 
aI., 2005; Cervo, 2006) are interspecies obligate brood parasites. Here individuals can 
reproduce, but rely on the hosts they parasitize to successfully raise their young. 
Similarly, intraspecies strains of obligate parasites that rely on cheating other strains in 
order to reproduce have been documented in microbes. One such obligate cheater was 
isolated from an experimentally evolved population of Myxococcus xanthus (Velicer et 
ai., 2000). Another social parasite,jbxA-, was obtained from screens for cheaters from 
pools of restriction enzyme mediated integration mutants in D. discoideum (Ennis et ai., 
2000). In the related social amoebae Dictyostelium mucuroides, Buss (1982) described an 
obligate cheater that was isolated from the wild and was able to produce stalkless fruiting 
bodies. Interestingly, no natural isolates of obligate social parasites have ever been 
reported in D. disco ide um. This may be due to high relatedness conditions common in 
nature (Gilbert et ai., 2007). 
Buss (1982) described an obligate social parasite in D. mucuroides that was 
isolated from the wild. This mutant formed stalkless fruiting bodies when developed 
alone, and it cheated cooperators when in chimeras (Buss 1982). The ability to cooperate 
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and fonn spores may have allowed this mutant to persist long enough in the wild to be 
collected. However, over time its inability to fonn stalks under high relatedness 
conditions should decrease its fitness with respect to wild type cooperators. The spores of 
the obligate parasite would lack the dispersal advantages that the stalk provides, which 
may result in the obligate cheater decreasing in frequency with respect to cooperators 
under high relatedness conditions. Unfortunately, this clone was not preserved, and more 
recent attempts to recover it from the same site have failed. 
M xanthus is a cooperative bacterium that fonns fruiting bodies, where the 
minority of individuals develop into spores. AM xanthus obligate cheater was isolated 
from a long tenn selection experiment under asocial conditions (Velicer et aI., 1998) that 
would not necessarily favor the evolution of cheaters. Alone, this social parasite is unable 
to produce spores, but at low frequencies in mixes with cooperators, it fonns 
disproportionately more spores (Velicer et a!., 2000). In populations with cooperators, the 
social parasite sometimes reached fixation, which led to population extinctions (Fiegna & 
Velicer,2003). 
In D. discoideum,jbxA encodes the F-box protein, which is important in 
degrading a developmentally important phospohodiesterase called RegA (Ennis et ai., 
2003). The obligate cheater mutantjbxA- cannot efficiently fonn fruiting bodies on its 
own, but fonns disproportionately more spores in mixes with cooperators (Ennis et aI., 
2000). Gilbert and colleagues (2007) found that the obligate social parasitejbxA- was 
able to increase in frequency under low relatedness conditions with cooperators and 
devastate cooperative fruiting body production. Conversely, cooperators were favored 
under high relatedness conditions, where the developmental defect ofjbxA- was costly 
(Gilbert et aI., 2007). 
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While running the experimental evolution project which yielded evolved lines that 
cheated the ancestor, we noticed that the sporulation efficiency of2 populations began to 
dramatically decrease towards the end of the 31 rounds of fruiting. Because of this 
observation, we were interested in determining if obligate parasites had evolved and 
increased in frequency to the point that the populations began to crash. We examined 
clonal isolates within each line and found that many of the evolved lines contained a 
strikingly high proportion of non-fruiting isolates. We quantified the percentage of non-
fruiters within each line and isolated non-fruiters and fruiters from 3 lines to further 
investigate their competitive abilities. Additionally, we examined the effect that 
increasing amounts of non-fruiters have on cooperation, with regards to sporulation 
efficiency of mixes with the ancestor. 
METHODS 
Experimentally evolved lines 
Experimentally evolved lines that cheat the ancestor were obtained by selecting 
for de novo cheaters that increased in frequency under low relatedness conditions on 
nutrient plates inoculated with E. coli over a total of 31 social generations and 290 
vegetative generations (Chapter 2). As previously described, we found that 19 out of 24 
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evolved lines cheated the ancestor. The ancestor and evolved lines were recovered from 
the freezer as previously described (Chapter 2, "Recovering samples from the freezer"). 
Clonal isolates 
There is no reason to suppose that a mutation that confers a competitive 
advantage in one of the evolved lines has spread completely through the line, so at the 
end of the selection experiment we had 24 populations of unknown homogeneity. We 
decided to investigate the clones that make up each of the 24 populations for the key trait 
of fruiting body formation. We analyzed the phenotypes of clonal isolates within the 
evolved lines by plating approximately 40 spores from each line onto 2 SM/5 plates 
(Sussman, 1987) with E. coli over 3 replicates. Three days after plating, we marked the 
plaques formed by clonal isolates on each plate. We allowed the cells in each plaque to 
develop and determined if each clonal isolate had the phenotype of a normal fruiter or a 
non-fruiter. It generally looked like development ofnon-fruiters had arrested at the tight 
aggregate or tipped aggregate stage. For comparison, we followed the same protocol with 
the ancestor. We analyzed more than 25 clonal isolates for each replicate and at least 170 
clonal isolates for each line in total. 
Non-fruiter cheating assays 
Since non-fruiters were uncommon in evolved lines that did not cheat the 
ancestor, we wanted to determine ifnon-fruiters tended to be cheaters. We clonally 
isolated non-fruiters from lines 5, 10, and 21 (which we chose for their cheating abilities 
and high proportion ofnon-fruiters), raised them axenically in HL5 (Brock & Gomer, 
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1999), and froze cells in 10% DMSO in HL5. For other experiments we typically freeze 
spores, which are hardier and easier to freeze and recover from the freezer, but 
unavailable for lines that do not make fruiting bodies. We also froze cells of the ancestor 
this way. To run cheating assays, we raised the non-fruiters and ancestor in tissue culture 
plates with HL5 and then in shaking HL5 in a 22° incubator at 128 rpm (2" orbit). We 
harvested cells with doubling times of8 tolO hours during mid-log growth, washed them 
free of nutrients, and used 10 IlM CellTracker Green CMFDA (Invitrogen) to 
fluorescently label the ancestor. Non-fruiter 21A had higher doubling times of9 to 10.8 
hours. We diluted the cells to 4*107 cells/ml in KK2 phosphate buffer (16.53 mM 
KH2P04, 3.85 mM K2HP04) and made 1: 1 experimental mixes of the labeled ancestor 
mixed with the non-fruiter, and 1:1 labeling controls of the ancestor mixed with the 
labeled ancestor. We plated 50 III of the non-fruiter, ancestor, labeled ancestor, and mixes 
in an approximately 9 mm spot on 0.8 Ilm pore size nitrocellulose filters (Millipore) 
resting on starving agar plates (0.36 g Na2HP04, 1.98 g KH2P04, 20 g agar, 1 L H20). We 
allowed the cells to develop into fruiting bodies before collecting the spores (described in 
Chapter 2, "Cheating assays"). For each replicate, we determined the percentage of 
labeled ancestor in each mix by averaging data from 3 runs on an Accuri C6 flow 
cytometer with a minimum of 45,000 cells and 195,000 spores examined per run (except 
for the non-fruiter spore counts). We also used data from these runs to determine the 
number of spores collected per cell plated for each control and mix. We calculated the 
percent change in the labeled clones from the starved cell to spore stage over 3 replicates 
as previously described (Chapter 2, "Cheating assays"). 
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Cheating assays with fruiting clonal isolates 
In addition to isolating non-fruiters from experimental evolution lines 5, 10, and 21, we 
isolated fruiters from each line. We were curious to see how these clones performed in 
competitions with the ancestor and non-fruiters from the same lines, but we had no a 
priori hypotheses concerning their cheating abilities. We made 1: 1 mixes and ran 
cheating assays as described above under "Non-fruiter cheating assays," but here we also 
labeled the fruiter with Cell Tracker and prepared an additional labeling control (labeled 
fruiter mixed with fruiter). 
Sporulation efficiency of different mixes with non-fruiters 
The non-fruiter cheating assays supplied us with a lot of data on the number of 
spores formed per cell plated in 1:1 mixes ofnon-fruiters and the ancestor. We were also 
interested in determining the effect large proportions ofnon-fruiters had on sporulation 
efficiency in mixes with the ancestor. Using the protocol described above for non-fruiter 
cheating assays, but without using CellTracker, we prepared mixes of the ancestor with 
65%, 75%, 85%, 90%, and 95% non-fruiter. For this experiment, we made separate 
mixes of the ancestor with non-fruiter 5, non-fruiter 10, and non-fruiter 21A. Non-fruiter 
21A was the first non-fruiter isolated from line 21, where as non-fruiter 21B was the 
second. We distinguished fruiting clonal isolates from line 21 the same way. We used an 
Accuri C7 flow cytometer to determine the number of spores collected per cell plated for 
each of these mixes. 
RESULTS 
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Figure 5. Proportion of non-fruiting clonal isolates per line. The ancestor contained 
no non-fruiters, but non-fruiters were common in the evolved lines, with 14 of the 
lines containing over 20% non-fruiters. Non-fruiters were uncommon in lines that 
did not cheat the ancestor (in grey). 
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5 10 21A 21B with the unlabeled 
Non-fruiter ancestor (one-tailed 
paired-sample t-test, 
n = 3,p < 0.05). 
Non-fruiter 5 10 21A. 21B 
M control 1.78 1.44 1.92 0.58 
M experimental -13.91 -6.97 22..84 -11.75 
df 2. :2 2. 2. 
t stat 3.801 3.196 -2.586 5.091 
P valu e 0.031 0.043 0.061 0.018 
Table 2. Means and one-tailed paired-sample t-test statistics for comparisons of 
the percent change of the labeled ancestor in control mixes and experimental 
mixes with non-fruiters. 
By analyzing different clonal isolates from the ancestor and evolved lines, we 
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discovered that while clonal isolates of the ancestor always formed fruiting bodies, many 
of the lines had a large proportion of clonal isolates that did not fruit. We found that 14 of 
the lines were composed of more than 20% non-fruiters on average (Figure 5). Non-
fruiting clonal isolates were uncommon among experimental evolution lines that did not 
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cheat the ancestor (Figure 5), so we reasoned that the non-fruiters had increased in 
frequency by cheating. Therefore, we hypothesized that these non-fruiting clonal isolates 
would cheat the ancestor. The labeled ancestor decreased in frequency from the starved 
cell to spore stage significantly more when mixed 1:1 with non-fruiter 5, non-fruiter 10, 
and non-fruiter 21 B than when mixed 1: 1 with the unlabeled ancestor in the labeling 
controls (Figure 6, one-tailed paired-sample t-test, n = 3, p < 0.05; see Table 2 for means 
and t stats). This indicates that non-fruiter 5, non-fruiter 10, and non-fruiter 21B cheated 
the ancestor. However, non-fruiter 21A did not cheat the ancestor, as the labeled ancestor 
actually increased more in frequency when mixed 1: 1 with non-fruiter 21 A than when 
mixed 1: 1 with the unlabeled ancestor. This effect was not significant at a 0.05 alpha 
level (one-tailed paired-sample t-test, t(2) = -2.59, p = 0.061). 
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Figure 7. In 1: 1 mixes, the 
ancestor rescued the non-
fruiters from their fruiting 
body defect. The non-
fruiters produced 
significantly fewer spores 
on their own (Tukey, n = 
12, p < 0.05), but 1:1 mixes 
with the labeled ancestor 
produced similar amounts 
of spores to the ancestor 
controls (Tukey, n = 12, p 
> 0.05). 
A one-way ANOV A revealed significant differences in the number of spores 
collected per cell plated among groups F (4, 11) = 155.23 , p < 0.0001 (Figure 7). A 
Tukey post hoc test indicated that there were significantly fewer spores collected per non-
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fruiter cell plated (M = 0.139, SD = 0.139) than there were for the ancestor (M = 1.613, 
SD = 0.125), labeled ancestor (M= 1.641, SD = 0.207), labeled ancestor with ancestor 
labeling control (M= 1.461, SD = 0.151), or labeled ancestor mixed with non-fruiter 
experimental mixes (M= 1.533, SD = 0.241), (Tukey, n = 12,p < 0.05). When the non-
fruiters were mixed with the labeled ancestor, the experimental mixes produced similar 
amounts of spores per cell plated as the ancestor, labeled ancestor, and labeling control 
(Tukey, n = 12,p > 0.05). This indicates that in 1:1 mixes, the ancestor is able to rescue 
the non-fruiter mutants from their fruiting body defect. In comparison to starved cells that 
undergo vegetative growth on plates with bacteria, cells grown axenically have a much 
greater tendency to divide after they are washed free of nutrients. This is why many of 
the results shown in Figure 7 indicate sporulation efficiencies greater than the 80% one 
might expect as a rough maximum. 
Interestingly, as the amount ofnon-fruiter increased from 50% to 95% in mixes 
with the ancestor, the number of spores produced per cell plated decreased following the 
linear regression line with equation y = -0.0305x + 3.0894 (Figure 8). We found a 
significant linear correlation between the percentage of the non-fruiter in mixes with the 
ancestor and the number of spores produced per cell plated for mixes that have between 
50% and 95% non-fruiter (Figure 8, R2 = 0.8751,p < 0.001). 
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Figure 8. From 50% to 95% non-fruiter, there is a significant linear correlation 
between the percent of non-fruiter in a mix with the ancestor and the number of 
spores collected per cell plated of the mix (R2 = 0.8751,p < 0.001). 
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Mixes with fruiters 
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Figure 9. Fruiters isolated from lines 5, 10, and 21 showed signs of cheating, cheater 
resistance, and victimization. 
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Labeled line 5 fruiter decreased more in frequency from the cell to spore stage in 
the experimental mix with line 5 non-fruiter (M= -6.320/0, SD = 6.50%) than in the 
control mix with line 5 fruiter (M= 1.88%, SD = 1.20%) (Fisher's PLSD,p = 0.058, n = 
3). Labeled line 21 fruiter A increased in frequency significantly more from the starved 
cell to spore stage in the experimental mix with line 21 non-fruiter A (M= 18.80%, SD = 
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13.11 %) than in the control mix with unlabeled line 21 fruiter A (M= 1.89%, SD = 
0.89%) (Fisher's PLSD,p < 0.05, n = 3), indicating that line 21 fruiter A cheated line 21 
non-fruiter A. 
Line 21 fruiter B showed a trend of cheating the ancestor in experimental mixes. 
Labeled line 21 fruiter B increased significantly more in the experimental mix with the 
unlabeled ancestor (M = 11.47%, SD = 4.93%) than the labeled ancestor did in the 
control mix with the unlabeled ancestor (M= 0.59%, SD = 2.60%) (Fisher's PLSD,p < 
0.05, n = 3). Labeled line 21 fruiter B also increased more in the experimental mix with 
the unlabeled ancestor (M= 11.47%, SD = 4.93%) than in the control mix with unlabeled 
line 21 fruiter B (M= 2.84%, SD = 0.74%) (Fisher's PLSD,p = 0.077, n = 3). The trend 
for line 21 fruiter B to cheat the ancestor was also seen when the labeled ancestor 
decreased significantly more in the experimental mix with line 21 fruiter B (M= -6.73%, 
SD = 2.20%) than labeled line 21 fruiter B did in the control mix with line 21 fruiter B 
(M= 2.84%, SD = 0.74%) (GameslHowell post hoc test,p < 0.05, n = 3). Although it 
showed a trend in the expected direction, the labeled ancestor did not decrease 
significantly more in frequency in the experimental mix with line 21 fruiter B (M= 
-6.73%, SD = 2.20%) than in the control mix with the ancestor (M= 0.59%, SD = 2.60%) 
(Fisher's PLSD,p = 0.13, n = 3). 
DISCUSSION 
Obligate cheaters pose a greater threat to cooperative systems than facultative 
cheaters, which retain the ability to form social structures adequately on their own 
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(Gilbert et aI., 2007; Travisano & Velicer, 2004). The high relatedness conditions 
common in nature should select against obligate cheaters, because clonal obligate cheater 
groups would go extinct (Gilbert et aI., 2007). Not surprisingly, facultative cheaters have 
been discovered in wild clones of D. discoideum (Strassmann et aI., 2000), but obligate 
cheaters have not. However, Buss (1982) described a stalkless natural isolate in 
Dictyostelium mucuroides that was an obligate social parasite. Little is known 
specifically about relatedness conditions for D. mucuroides in the wild, but if high 
relatedness conditions similar to that of D. discoideum exist, we would expect this to help 
keep the success of obligate cheaters in check. The Buss mutant (1982) relied on other 
clones to form somatic stalk cells. The ability to cooperate and form spores on their own 
may have allowed the mutant to persist in the wild for long enough to be discovered, but 
eventually the negative fitness effects of not having a stalk might cause this mutant to be 
select against in the wild. 
We found that many of the experimentally evolved lines that we previously 
showed cheated (Chapter 2, Figure 4) contained a high percentage of individuals that 
could not fruit on their own (Figure 5). The majority of the non-fruiters that we tested 
were obligate cheaters, or social parasites (Figure 6). The obligate social parasitejbxA- is 
commonly found in screens for laboratory created D. discoideum cheaters (Ennis et al., 
2000; Santorelli et aI., 2008), and can increase in frequency under low relatedness 
conditions (Gilbert et aI., 2007). We have shown that obligate social parasites with 
similar characteristics tojbxA- readily evolved de novo from a wild type ancestor under 
artificialy created low relatedness conditons. As the percentage ofnon-fruiters in mixes 
with the ancestor increased in frequency from 50% to 95%, total spore production was 
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drastically reduced (Figure 8), which is similar to what Gilbert and colleagues (2007) 
found withjbxA-. Population extinction would result if obligate social parasites reached 
fixation, but high relatedness conditions (Gilbert et ai., 2007), frequency dependent 
selection (Fiegna & Velicer, 2003), or the evolution of cheater resistance (Khare et ai., 
2009) could potentially keep the obligate cheaters in check. Future experiments 
examining the maintenance of our obligate cheaters under low and high relatedness 
scenarios could shed more light on the dynamics of these social parasites. 
While there was evidence of obligate cheaters in our lines, facultative cheaters 
also evolved de novo. Our results indicate that line 6 contained one or more facultative 
cheaters, because this line cheated the ancestor but contained no non-fruiters. Lines 11, 
13, 17, 19, and 22 contained less than 20 percent non-fruiters, suggesting that their ability 
to cheat the ancestor may also be driven by facultative cheaters. One of the fruiters 
isolated from line 21 (fruiter B) also showed a tendency to cheat the ancestor, signifying 
that line 21 contained facultative and obligate cheaters. Non-fruiters are not always 
cheaters against the ancestor (Figure 6), but since cheaters increase in frequency, it stands 
to reason that populations with a high frequency ofnon-fruiters are likely to harbor 
obligate cheaters. Non-fruiters were uncommon in lines that did not cheat the ancestor, 
with the exception of line 7, which showed a trend of cheating the ancestor that was not 
significant at a 0.05 alpha level. Non-fruiters that are found at a very low frequency may 
simply be developmental mutants that survive by being rescued by wild type cells, but do 
not rapidly increase in frequency by cheating. Alternatively, they could be social 
parasites that appeared relatively recently in the population and have not had much time 
to increase in frequency. Further rounds of selection on lines 11, 13, 17, 19, and 22 could 
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help clarify this situation along with analysis of the competitive ability ofnon-fruiters in 
these lines. 
The evolution of cheater resistance can playa part in the maintenance of 
cooperation in D. discoideum (Fiegna et aI., 2006; Khare et al., 2009). As cheaters 
evolved and increased in frequency in our lines, de novo beneficial cheater resistant 
mutations would likely be selected for. Although the line 5 non-fruiter showed a tendency 
to cheat a fruiter from this line (at a .06 alpha level), line 10 fruiter and line 21 fruiter B 
did not show significant signs of victimization by their respective non-fruiters that 
cheated the ancestor (Figure 9). The fruiting clonal isolate that is more resistant to 
cheating by line 21 non-fruiter B may actually be a facultative cheater of the ancestor, but 
the fruiting cheater resistant mutant isolated from line 10 may represent a noble 
cooperator (Khare et al., 2009). Noble cooperators resist cheating, but they themselves do 
not cheat. Cheaters may have never evolved in the five lines that did not show significant 
evidence of cheating the ancestor (Chapter 2," Figure 4). However, it is also possible that 
they had evolved and were at too Iowa frequency in our final populations to allow the 
line as a whole to cheat the ancestor. If a de novo cheater mutation arose towards the end 
of our selection experiment, it may not have had time to increase in frequency. On the 
other hand, if cheater mutations arose early, cheater resistant mutants may have evolved 
and suppressed them. Further analysis of clonal isolates within the lines may shed light 
on these possibilities. We could also potentially analyze samples of the lines we froze 
earlier in the selection experiment for the presence of cheaters and cheating resistant 
mutants. 
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Experiments with axenically grown cells support our previous argument that the 
superior competitive ability of most of our evolved lines was due to cheating and not 
adaptation to growth on bacteria. When the ancestor and non-fruiters were raised 
axenically in preparation for mix experiments, the non-fruiters cheated the ancestor in the 
majority of cases (Figure 6). Under these conditions, benefits gained from adaptation to 
growth on SM/5 plates with E. coli are negated, since all participants underwent 
vegetative growth in a completely different environment from the selection conditions. 
Middlemist and colleagues recently performed a mutation accumulation 
experiment in D. discoideum starting with a single clonal ancestor dervived from AX4, 
like our ancestor. They put 90 lines through 70 single cell bottlenecks and 1000 
vegetative generations with no fruiting body formation (Middlemist, 2009). We selected 
for social cheaters by propogating spores from fruiting bodies, and found obligate social 
parasites, but in the absense of social selection none of their mutation accumulation lines 
lost the ability to fruit sufficiently. Single cell bottlenecks were effectively created by 
transfering plaques of cells that had arrisen from a single cell. This means that lines were 
kept under vegetative growth and high relatedness conditions during the mutation 
accumulation experiment. While obligate social parasites were not selected for in the 
mutation accumulation lines, the lack of fruiting body formation under these high 
relatedness conditions also means that they were not selected against. This is consistant 
with the role of mutation accumulation experiments to maximize drift and minimze 
selection. Due to the nature of the experiment, they ended up with 90 different clonal 
isolates to analyze. All 90 of these clones retained the ability to form fruiting bodies, so 
they found no non-fruiter mutations over 90,000 opportunities (Middlemist, 2009). When 
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these spontaneous mutations occurred in our experimental evolution lines, the selection 
pressures we imposed allowed them to increase in frequency. Middlemist (2009) argued 
that if competition to form spores in the social state is important to fitness in nature, 
clones should already be well adapted for competition. In general the random mutations 
in their lines would be detrimental to the previously optimized fitness component of 
competition, and therefore mutation accumulation lines should lose in chimeric 
competition with their ancestor. For most of the lines this was the case, but a few of their 
lines were actually facultative cheaters that formed disproportionately more spores than 
their ancestor. They concluded that social competitive ability is a fitness component in 
nature, but it might not be a very strong factor (Middlemist, 2009). 
Middlemist's (2009) results are a nice complement to ours. They found that in the 
absence of selection, social competitive ability in D. discoideum generally decreases, and 
we showed that superior competitors, or cheaters, can be selected for under low 
relatedness conditions with a social component. Our finding that de novo cheaters, 
including obligate social parasites, readily evolved under low relatedness conditions in 
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the laboratory aligns with Gilbert and colleagues' (2007) conclusion that high relatedness 
maintains D. discoideum cooperation in nature. Cheater resistant mutants may also 
evolve to suppress cheaters and maintain cooperation (Fiegna et aI., 2006; Khare et aI., 
2009). We found evidence that fmiters in two of the evolved lines were less susceptible 
to cheating by coevolved obligate social parasites than the ancestor was. Future 
experiments may look more directly at the effect high relatedness conditions and cheater 
resistant mutants have on maintaining cooperation in the face of our evolved cheaters. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE IMPORTANCE OF RELATEDNESS IN THE EVOLUTION OF COOPERATION 
IN MICROBES: A REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL EVOLUTION AND SELECTION 
EXPERIMENTS 
ABSTRACT 
Hamilton's rule implies that cooperation may be favored under high relatedness 
conditions, and defection or cheating may be selected for under low relatedness 
conditions (Hamilton, 1964). Because cooperation has been a vital force in shaping the 
major transitions in the history of life (Maynard Smith & Szathmary, 1995), it is 
interesting to examine how cheaters have been kept from destroying sociality. Over the 
past decade, a number of experimental studies in social microbes have examined the 
effect that relatedness has on the success of cheaters. Here, we review these studies and 
find that cheaters are more successful at invading a variety of cooperative systems when 
they are under low relatedness conditions (Table 4). 
INTRODUCTION 
Cooperation in the face of conflict has dramatically influenced the major 
transitions in the history oflife (Maynard Smith & Szathmary, 1995). These transitions 
include everything from the enclosure of genetic replicators, to the transition of 
prokaryotic to eukaryotic cells, and the formation of social colonies composed of 
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cooperative multicellular organisms (Maynard Smith & Szathmary, 1995). While animal 
systems have traditionally dominated studies on social evolution, social behavior in 
microbes has received increased attention over the past decade. Because of their short 
generation times, large population sizes, ease of manipulation in the lab, potential for 
genetic analysis, and interesting social behaviors, microorganisms are being increasingly 
utilized in experimental evolution studies of social behavior (Brockhurst, 2007; Le Gac & 
Doebeli, 2009; Rainey & Rainey, 2003; Sandoz et ai., 2007; Velicer & Stredwick, 2002). 
Cooperative traits in microorganisms include quorum sensing, production of common 
goods, biofilm construction, and fruiting body formation. All of these social behaviors 
are susceptible to cheaters that benefit from cooperative acts without paying any or all of 
the associated costs. Cheaters may reduce the virulence of cooperative infectious 
bacteria, if their virulence is dependent on quorum sensing or cooperation to form 
products like common goods or structures. According to Hamilton's rule (1964), an 
altruistic trait can increase in frequency if the benefit to the recipient, weighted by the 
altruist's relatedness to the recipient, is greater than the cost to the altruist. As such, a 
social organism is more likely to aid a close relative and defect or cheat against unrelated 
individuals. 
COMMON GOODS 
In the pathogenic bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa, iron is a limited growth 
factor, and the bacteria produce iron-scavenging siderophores to help handle this problem 
(Ankenbauer et ai., 1985). Siderophores are common goods that sequester insoluble and 
host bound iron that the bacteria can then uptake (Ankenbauer et at., 1985). Pyoverdin 
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negative mutants cheat by reaping the benefits of the siderophores without paying the 
costs of producing them. After 200 generations in iron-limited conditions, pyoverdin 
deficient cheater mutants evolved de novo in populations that originally consisted solely 
of a wild type strain (Harrison & Buckling, 2005). Using similar iron-limited conditions, 
Griffin and colleagues (2004) manipulated relatedness as well as scale of competition, to 
examine which conditions favored cooperators and which favored cheaters. Local 
competition among relatives may decrease the benefits of altruistic cooperation to the 
point that it cancels out the effects of high relatedness, and cooperation is not favored 
(Frank, 1998; Taylor, 1992; Wilson et aI., 1992). 
In populations of cheaters and cooperators, Griffin and colleagues (2004) found 
that cooperators increased in frequency under high relatedness conditions with global 
competition, but did not increase when the scale of competition was local. Cheaters 
increased in frequency under low relatedness conditions, but were more successful under 
local competition than global (Griffin et aI., 2004). Ross-Gillespie and colleagues (2009) 
provided support for these results with studies indicating that the relative fitness of P. 
aeruginosa cheaters under iron-limited conditions increased with increasing population 
density, or decreasing relatedness. 
High relatedness environments with global competition are not always sufficient 
conditions to favor cooperators. Toxic colicins produced by Escherichia coli and other 
bacteria can also be considered public goods. Unless under stress, only a very small 
percentage of an isogenic population with colicigenic plasmids produce colicin, while all 
members are resistant to the toxin (Cascales et ai., 2007). Colicin production is costly to 
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the individuals that produce it and lyse to release it, but beneficial to non-producing 
relatives because it decreases competition with other non-resistant bacteria. Cheater 
mutants that are resistant to the toxin, but do not pay the cost of production can arise in 
experimentally evolved populations under conditions where there is competition for 
resources with unrelated colicin-sensitive bacteria (Le Gac & Doebeli, 2009). In an 
experimental evolution study, Le Gac and Doebeli (2009) found that cooperative colicin 
production decreased less in viscous populations with relatively high relatedness and 
local competition than in non-viscous populations with relatively low relatedness and 
global competition. They postulated that cooperation was not maintained under their 
viscous conditions because the public good, colicin, diffused readily and became more 
globally distributed, allowing evolved cheaters to prosper. De novo E. coli cheaters 
readily increased in frequency under conditions with relatively low relatedness and global 
competition (Le Gac & Doebeli, 2009). 
The unicellular yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae produce a common good called 
invertase, which is an enzyme excreted from cells to hydrolyze sucrose for consumption. 
Cheaters could potentially arise that benefit from the enzyme without paying the cost of 
producing it. Greig and Travisano (2004) manipulated levels of sociality, or relatedness, 
by increasing the density of S. cerevisiae colonies plated on sucrose plates. They found 
that as relatedness decreased in 1: 1 mixes of a laboratory created cheater and a 
cooperator, the fitness ofthe cheaters increased (Greig & Travisano, 2004). This 
indicates that S. cerevisiae cheaters would be more successful at invading cooperators 
under low relatedness conditions. Consistent with this theory, MacLean & Brandon 
(2008) ran a long term selection experiment under relatively high relatedness conditions 
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that started with predominately cooperative populations containing 1 % cheaters. They 
used the same strains as Greig & Travisano (2004) and found that cooperative invertase 
production remained stable in S. cerevisiae under high relatedness conditions (MacLean 
& Brandon, 2008). 
QUORUM SENSING 
Pseduomonas aeruginosa bacteria use quorum sensing to communicate and 
coordinate the production of exoproducts including siderophores and proteases necessary 
for nutrient acquisition (Diggle et aI., 2007). When bacterial concentrations are high 
enough, the diffusible quorum sensing signal results in two responses from cooperating 
bacteria: production of the exoproduct being signaled for and production of more 
signaling molecules (Diggle et aI., 2007; Sandoz et aI., 2007). Quorum sensing can be 
used to signal the production of proteases that are necessary for the breakdown and 
nutrient utilization of host proteins (Diggle et aI., 2007). A long term experimental 
evolution study by Sandoz and colleagues (2007) found that 'signal-blind' mutants 
(Diggle et aI., 2007) that produce neither response to quorum sensing signals, readily 
evolved de novo in a medium that requires proteases to access nutrients. Diggle and 
colleagues (2007) found that wild type cooperators in mixes with similar signal-blind 
cheaters increased in frequency under high relatedness conditions, but cheaters could 
exploit cooperators in low relatedness scenarios. Cheater fitness also decreased with 
increasing relatedness (Diggle et aI., 2007). 
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BIOFILMS 
Many different bacteria cooperate to form biofilms, which can provide a number 
of benefits including improved resource acquisition, niche partitioning, antibiotic 
resistance, adaptability to changing environments, and increased proximity among 
relatives (Boles et aI., 2004). High relatedness conditions can aid in quorum sensing and 
production of common goods (Boles et aI., 2004). Bacteria from numerous different 
species or a single species release polymers that form the extracellular matrix of the 
biofilm they live in (Flemming & Wingender, 2010). When grown in a heterogeneous 
environment, monocultures of Pseudomonas jluorescens have been shown to evolve into 
different niche specialists, including a mutant called wrinkly spreader (WS) which forms 
a biofilm-like mat (Rainey & Travisano, 1998). When in these surface mats, WS mutants 
have the advantage of gaining access to oxygen, but Rainey & Rainey (2003) found that 
hitchhiking smooth (SM) cheaters readily evolved in monocultures of these cooperators. 
In competition with WS cooperators, these SM cheaters gained the benefit of access to 
oxygen without paying the cost of contributing to mat production, and they caused the 
mats to be weaker and collapse sooner than mats formed solely by cooperators (Rainey & 
Rainey, 2003). Brockhurst (2007) showed that high relatedness conditions caused by 
small bottlenecks can help maintain cooperative biofilm production in Pseudomonas 
jluorescens, but as relatedness decreased with increasing bottleneck size, evolved SM 
cheaters increased too. 
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VIRULENCE 
The presence of cheaters in infections of pathogenic bacteria can affect their 
virulence. If cooperative traits are important to virulence then competition or invasion by 
cheaters can decrease virulence (Buckling & Brockhurst, 2008). For instance, 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa opportunistically infects patients with cystic fibroses, burns, 
and other immunocompromising conditions (Bodey et at., 1983). An in vivo study of 
waxmoths infected with P. aeruginosa showed that coinfections of a siderophore 
producing cooperator strain with a strain of cheaters resulted in decreased virulence as 
compared to infections with only the cooperator (Harrison et at., 2006). Cheaters also 
increased in frequency in coinfections with cooperators, and infections with only cheaters 
were even less virulent than mixed infections (Harrison et at., 2006). Biofilms formed by 
bacteria can also be the source of infections (reviewed in Costerton et aI., 1999). Invasion 
by cheaters under low relatedness conditions can destroy cooperation in biofilms and 
cause their collapse under in vitro laboratory conditions (Brockhurst, 2007; Rainey & 
Rainey, 2003). In vitro studies examining how relatedness affects competition and the 
success of cheaters in social pathogenic bacteria may eventually lead to in vivo treatments 
to reduce their virulence in infections. 
FRUITING BODIES 
Similar to Le Gac & Doebeli's (2009) experiment, we found that cheaters 
increased in frequency under low relatedness conditions with relatively global 
competition in our experimental evolution of cheaters study in the social amoeba 
Dictyostelium discoideum (Chapter 2). When faced with starvation, D. discoideum 
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amoebae aggregate together to form a fruiting body. Roughly 20 percent of the cells die 
to form a stalk that holds a sorus of hardy reproductive spores above the hazards of the 
soil surface (Bonner & Slifkin, 1949). Under low relatedness conditions with relatively 
global competition, cheaters evolved that formed disproportionately more spores while 
forcing cooperators to form more than their fare share of sterile stalk cells. Griffin and 
colleagues (2004) showed that within their Pseudomonas aeruginosa system under low 
relatedness conditions, global competition favored cooperators relatively more than local 
competition. Cheaters increased in frequency under low relatedness conditions, but were 
more successful under relatively local competition than relatively global (Griffin et ai., 
2004). We found in our experiment with D. discoideum that low relatedness conditions 
with relatively global competition sufficiently favored the evolution of cheaters (Chapter 
2). Part of the difference between the success of cheaters under our conditions and Griffin 
and colleagues' (2004) conditions was due to differences in how subpopulation structures 
affect productivity in these model systems. 
In Griffin and colleagues' (2004) experiment with Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 
monocultures of siderophore producing cooperators were more productive than those of 
cheats. They manipulated relatedness by adjusting the number of colonies they used to 
start the next round of competition. High relatedness treatments were inoculated with a 
single colony, while low relatedness conditions were started with 2 colonies. Griffin and 
colleagues (2004) created conditions with relatively global competition by pooling the 
sUbpopulations and then randomly selecting colonies to start the next round of 
subpopulations. In contrast, an equal number of colonies from each subpopulation were 
used to produce conditions with relatively local competition. Under their global 
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competition conditions, high relatedness subpopulations were monocultures, and the 
increased productivity of cooperative monocultures gave them a selective advantage 
because they were more abundant in the pool. Cheaters were able to increase in 
frequency under low relatedness conditions with both levels of competition, but were 
more successful under relatively local competition (Griffin et ai., 2004). This can be 
explained because low relatedness treatments were likely to contain some monocultures 
of cooperators by chance, and while their increased productivity was a benefit under 
global competition, this benefit was negated under local competition (Griffin et aI., 
2004). In our experiment (Chapter 2), aggregation territories or fruiting bodies comprised 
subpopulations, since these were the groups that interacted directly during the social 
process of fruiting body formation. In contrast with Griffin and colleagues' (2004) 
system, facultative D. discoideum cheaters can be as productive as cooperators, in terms 
of fruiting body formation, on their own (Santorelli et aI., 2008). Under conditions with 
low relatedness and global competition, any cheater mutants that arose were likely to 
aggregate with cooperators that they could cheat. This allowed the cheaters to increase in 
frequency over 31 social generations (Chapter 2). 
Myxococcus xanthus is a bacterium that forms fruiting bodies like D. discoideum, 
but here a minority of cells form spores. M xanthus lost social behaviors when grown in 
an unstructured environment for 1,000 generations with no opportunity to enter the social 
fruiting body stage (Velicer et aI., 1998). In spite of the fact that cheaters were not 
selected for, they were found in 3 out of 6 of the evolved lines tested (Velicer et aI., 
2000). Two of these were facultative cheaters with moderate sporulation efficiencies on 
their own, but one of the mutants was an obligate social parasite that essentially formed 
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spores only when mixed with strains it could victimize (Velicer et al., 2000). This is 
similar to obligate brood parasitism in many species of hymen opt era (Cervo, 2006; 
Brandt et al., 2005) and some birds (Payne, 1977). Here, the interspecies social parasites 
can reproduce, but they require hosts to raise their young. Obligate social parasites pose a 
great threat to cooperative systems, because these cheaters typically show no ability to 
cooperate on their own. As an example, an obligate M xanthus cheater reached fixation 
in populations that were initially mixed with a cooperator, and this resulted in population 
extinction (Fiegna & Velicer, 2003). 
In addition to the intraspecies obligate social parasites found in M xanthus, two 
strains of obligate social parasites have been found in the slime mold Dictyostelium 
mucuroides (Buss, 1982; Filosa, 1962). These strains preferentially form spores in mixes 
with wild type, but cannot undergo normal fruiting body formation alone. In both 
myxobacteria and dictyostelids, if obligate social parasites do not form spores on their 
own, they would go extinct if they reached fixation in a population (Fiegna & Velicer, 
2003). Frequency dependent selection may, however; allow social parasites to persist in 
populations with cooperators (Fiegna & Velicer, 2003). This occurred in some mixed 
populations of an obligate cheater and cooperator in M xanthus (Fiegna & Velicer, 
2003). Previous studies had shown that as the percentage of the obligate cheater in mixes 
with a cooperator increased, total sporulation efficiency of the obligate cheater in these 
mixes eventually decreased below that of the ancestor (Velicer et al., 2000). Cooperators 
may also endure in the face of cheaters by evolving cheater resistance (Fiegna et aI., 
2006; Khare et al., 2009). The wild strain mutant Buss (1982) described may have 
persisted in the wild because it formed stalkless fruiting bodies on its own. This is a form 
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of cooperation, but these spores were probably at a disadvantage compared to spores that 
are supported by a stalk, because the stalk likely provides protection from the hazards of 
the soil surface, and helps the spores get distributed by water and passing invertebrates 
(Bonner, 1982; Huss, 1989). Interestingly, the obligate cheater Filosa (1962) described 
was isolated from a line of cells that had been cultured in the laboratory for eight years. 
This makes it unclear if these mutants ever existed in nature, or if they arose under 
laboratory conditions. 
In D. discoideum, the jbxA - mutant can be considered an obligate social parasite. 
The F-box protein is vital to the degradation of RegA, a cAMP phosphodiesterase, which 
is important to development (Ennis et a!., 2003). Laboratory created mutants lacking a 
functionaljbxA gene, which codes for the F-box protein, suffer from aberrant 
development and form few, if any, fruiting bodies and therefore very few spores when 
grown clonally (Ennis et al., 2000). In chimeras,jbxA- mutants cheat wild type cells by 
forming disproportionately more of the spores (Ennis et al., 2000). Under low relatedness 
conditions,jbxA- mutants increase in frequency, but their developmental defect is 
detrimental under high relatedness conditions, where the cooperative wild type clone is 
favored (Gilbert et al., 2007). The low relatedness conditions we created for our 
experimental evolution of cheaters project (Chapter 2) were sufficient to allow obligate 
social cheaters to evolve de novo (Chapter 3). These social parasites displayed similar 
behaviour to thejbxA- mutant. As the percent ofnon-fruiter mutants increased in mixes 
with their ancestor, cooperation was devestated as the sporulation efficiency of the 
chimeric mixes decreased dramatically (Chapter 3, Figure 8). 
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Despite the potential ease of manipulating levels of relatedness in the laboratory, 
the effect of relatedness on cooperation has yet to be examined in a number of social 
microbial systems with documented cheaters. M xanthus is a good example of one of 
these unexplored systems. Cheaters, including obligate social parasites, have been well 
described, but experiments analyzing the effects of relatedness on the relative success of 
cheaters and cooperators have not been reported. Relatedness under conditions for 
fruiting body development in this system may be manipulated by initial spore density in a 
similar manner to studies in D. discoideum (Gilbert et ai., 2007; Saxer et ai., 2010; 
Chapter 2). It would be particularly interesting to examine the maintenance ofVelicer 
and colleagues' (2000) obligate cheater under low and high relatedness conditions, to see 
if it shares the fate the D. discoideum obligate parasite jbxA - had in similar scenarios 
(Gilbert et ai., 2007). 
The E. coli GASP (growth advantage under stationary phase) mutants may 
provide another potential system to study the effect of relatedness on the evolution of 
cooperation and cheating. When populations of E. coli reach a certain cell density and 
low nutrient level they enter a dormant stationary phase where growth ceases. Cheaters, 
called GASP mutants, that continue to grow by not entering the stationary phase or 
exiting it early, readily evolve in stationary phase cultures of E. coli (Vulic & Kolter, 
2001). Dying cells in stationary phase cultures release nutrients that the GASP mutants 
can consume (Zinser & Kolter, 1999). The GASP mutants are able to outgrow stationary 
phase cells and increase their initial frequency in the next generation of growth (Vulic & 
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Kolter, 2001). Vulic and Kolter (2001) found that the fitness of GASP cheaters is 
inversely dependent on their freqeuncy in populations with cooperators. The cheaters 
have high fitness at low frequencies, but their fitness decreases as they increase in 
frequency in the population (Vulic & Kolter, 2001). Relatedness in this system may be 
able to be manipulated with the use of subpopulations similar to Griffin and colleagues' 
(2004) experiment with Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Cheaters are predicted to be more 
successful under low relatedness conditions than under high relatedness ones, and future 
experiments could test this prediction. 
Social evolution studies in microbial systems provide insight into the evolution of 
cooperation by demonstrating the importance of relatedness and the effects that different 
levels of competition have on diverse systems. Despite the increased interest over the past 
decade in using microorganisms to study social evolution, there is still a lot to be learned. 
Sociobiology studies in pathogenic bacteria also reveal the potential effects that 
competition can have on the virulence of infectious bacteria in vivo. This may have 
implications in higher organisms, including treating infections in humans. 
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Cooperative trait Species Finding Reference 
cheaters increased under low 
common good: siderophores Pseudomonas aeruginosa relatedness conditions; cooperators Griffi n et 01. 2004 increased under high relatedness 
conditions 
de novo cheaters increased more 
common good: colicin Escherichia coli under low relatedness conditions Le Gac& Doebeli 2009 
than under high relatedness 
conditions 
common good: invertase Saccharomyces cerevisiae cheater fitness increased as 
relatedness decreased Greig & Travisano 2004 
cooperators increased under high 
relatedness conditions; cheaters 
quorum sensing Pseudomonas aeruginosa increased under low relatedness Diggle et 01. 2007 
conditions;·cheater fitness decreased 
with increasing relatedness 
cooperation maintained under high 
biofilm Pseudomonas fluorescens relatedness conditions; de novo Brockhurst 2007 
cheaters increased with decreasing 
relatedness 
fruiting bodies Dictyostelium discoideum de novo cheaters increased under low Chapter 2 
relatedness conditions 
cooperation favored under high 
fruiting bodies Dictyostelium discoideum relatedness conditions; cheater Gilbert et 01. 2007 increased in frequency under low 
relatedness conditions 
in mixes with cooperators, obligate 
cheaters can increase in frequency 
fruiting bodies Myxococcus xanthus and cause population extinction if Fiegna et 01. 2003 
they reach fixation, or remain in the 
population due to frequency 
dependent selection 
GASP cheaters that continue to grow 
stationary phase growth Escherichia coli while cooperators enter stationary Vulic & Kolter 2001 phase readily evolve de novo in 
stationary phase cultures 
Table 3. The effect relatedness has on the evolution of cooperation in microbes. These 
effects have yet to be examined in the last two examples. 
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CHAPTER 5: THE EFFECT OF LIGHT AND DARK CONDITIONS ON SPORE 
PRODUCTION IN THE SOCIAL AMOEBAE DICTYOSTELIUM DISCOIDEUM AND 
DICTYOSTELIUM CITRINUM 
ABSTRACT 
Due to their relative simplicity and interesting social behaviors, social amoebae, 
in particular the species Dictyostelium discoideum, have become model organisms for 
studying the evolution of sociality. These amoebae live in the soil and are exposed to 
natural fluctuations in light and darkness. However, little is known about how exposure 
to light or darkness affects total spore production in these species. Spores are the 
reproductive caste in fruiting bodies of social amoebae and are therefore an extremely 
important fitness component. We examined the effect exposure to constant light or 
darkness has on spore production in 4 clones of D. discoideum and 4 clones of the closely 
related species Dictyostelium citrinum. The effect of light and darkness on spore 
production was dependent on species, clones, and developmental conditions. Overall, we 
found that D. discoideum is more sensitive to light or dark conditions than D. citrinum. 
D. discoideum clones formed significantly more spores in the light than in the dark 
starting at both high and low densities on substrates that were not well-buffered. These 
results have important implications for experimental design with social amoebae and may 
reflect differences in the natural history of these species. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Over the past decade, social amoebae have become popular systems for studying 
the evolution of sociality, partly because these species undergo the transition from 
unicellular to multicellular organism every time they starve and aggregate together to 
form multicellular fruiting bodies (Strassmann et a!., 2000). While the model organism 
Dictyostelium discoideum is the most well studied species of social amoebae, there are 
over 75 species of social amoebae that comprise 4 groups (Schapp et a!., 2006). In natural 
populations of D. discoideum, the normally free-living solitary eukaryotic amoebae live 
in the soil and leaflitter and consume bacteria (Bonner, 1967; Raper, 1984). When their 
bacterial prey become scarce, the amoebae aggregate together and develop into a motile 
slug that migrates towards heat and light and away from ammonia (Bonner, 1967; Bonner 
et a!., 1950; Foster et a!., 2002; Raper, 1940). This helps the slug navigate towards the 
soil surface, where it develops into a multicellular fruiting body. During fruiting body 
formation, roughly 20 percent of D. discoideum cells altruistically die to form a sterile 
stalk, which holds aloft a sorus of hardy reproductively capable spores comprised of the 
remaining cells (Bonner & Slifkin 1949). Not only does the stalk lift the spores above the 
hazards of the soil surface, it is thought to aid in the distribution of spores to potentially 
more favorable environments by water and passing invertebrates (Bonner, 1982; Huss, 
1989; Kessin, 2001). 
The D. discoideum slug is surrounded by a thin extracellular matrix that provides 
protection from nematode predators (Kessin et a!., 1996). As the slug moves forward, the 
sheath is left behind as a collapsed tube that contains some live cells (Alexander, 1997; 
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Morrissey, 1982; Smith & Williams, 1979; Sternfeld, 1992; Wilkins & Williams, 1995) 
which are capable of exploiting bacteria the slug comes across during its migration 
(Kuzdzal-Fick et at., 2007). This stalkless migration of D. discoideum is rare among 
dictyostelids, with the closely related species D. citrinum and the distantly related species 
D. polycephalum being the only other documented species to solely exhibit this type of 
migration (Schapp et al., 2006 supplement). 
Due to the natural habitats of social amoebae, it is not surprising that light and 
dark conditions have been shown to affect their growth and development. For example, 
Potts (1902) showed that Dictyostelium mucuroides formed smaller fruiting bodies in the 
light than in the dark. During vegetative growth, a D. mucuroides clone reached higher 
densities faster in the light that in the dark, but light or dark conditions did not seem to 
affect germination efficiency (Chang et aI., 1983). This points to faster vegetative growth 
in this D. mucuroides clone when it is grown under light conditions than dark (Chang et 
aI., 1983). This D. mucuroides clone also showed signs of aggregation under light 
conditions 4 hours before it did in the dark (Chang et aI., 1983). On the other hand, white 
light has been shown to inhibit sexual macrocyst formation in Dictyostelium mucuroides 
(Chang et at., 1983). 
Raper (1940) found that D. discoideum slugs developed 2 to 4 hours later under 
dark conditions than under conditions with diffuse light. The slugs produced in the light 
conditions were also smaller and more numerous than those of the dark condition (Raper, 
1940). Konijn & Raper (1965) showed that cells of D. discoideum clone NC-4 that 
underwent vegetative growth in the light aggregated earlier than cells which underwent 
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vegetative growth in the dark. Interestingly, cells ofNC-4 which were grown vegetatively 
in the dark and then washed free of nutrients and plated onto nutrient-free substrates, 
aggregated the earliest if they were exposed to the dark for around 8 hours before they 
were exposed to light (Konijn & Raper, 1965). Not only was this effect species 
dependent, it was also clone dependent within D. discoideum. Clones of Dictyostelium 
purpureum, D. mucuroides, Polysphondylium violaceum, and Polysphondylium pal/idum 
and the D. discoideum clone Acr-12 that underwent the same vegetative growth and 
development conditions, aggregated earlier under constant light than under constant 
darkness or a combination of dark and light conditions (Konijn & Raper, 1965). This is a 
similar effect in D. mucuroides to that described by Chang and colleagues (1983). 
Krefft and colleagues (1983) showed that light and dark treatments can affect 
prespore proportioning in migrating D. discoideum slugs. This was clone dependent, with 
2 D. discoideum clones showing a significantly greater percentage of prespore cells in the 
dark than in the light, but 3 clones showing no significant difference in prespore 
proportioning under the two conditions (Krefft et al., 1983). In 1969, Newell and 
colleagues showed that direct overhead light is an extremely powerful stimulus for 
inducing fruiting body development without the migratory slug stage in D. discoideum. 
They also noted that D. discoideum slugs that undergo slug migration become smaller 
and produce proportionately smaller fruiting bodies (Newell et aI., 1969). 
D. citrinum is closely related to D. discoideum, and undergoes stalkless slug 
migration under certain environmental conditions. We hypothesized that clones of D. 
discoideum and D. citrinum would produce more spores under constant light conditions 
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than under constant dark conditions. Since many effects of light and dark treatments are 
dependent on the clone and other environmental conditions, we analyzed spore 
production in 4 clones of each species under 3 different conditions. We plated a high and 
a low density of spores onto nutrient rich plates with E. coli, and plated starved cells 
onto a nutrient-free substrate. In addition to determining spore production in the light 
and dark under these conditions, we looked at the vegetative growth of the clones grown 
under the low initial spore density condition in the light and in the dark. 
METHODS 
Clones 
We hypothesized that increased slug migration results in the formation of fewer 
spores because slugs lose cells as they move. Since overhead light induces fruiting body 
development without slug formation and migration in D. discoideum (Newell et ai., 
1969), we expected slugs to move more in the dark than in the light. We predicted that 
clones would form more spores in the light than in the dark. We tested this hypothesis in 
D. citrinum and D. discoideum, two species of social amoebae with stalkless migration. 
We used 4 D. citrinum and 4 D. discoideum clones that had not been evolved under 
laboratory conditions (Table 4). 
Species Clone abbreviation 
D. citrinum C1 
D. citrinum C2 
D. citrinum C3 
D. citrinum C4 
D. discoideum 01 
D. discoideum 02 
D. discoideum 03 
D. discoideum 04 
Spores produced per plate 
Clone name 
WS526 
OH494 
WS584 
V34 
MA211 
Od9 
MA2J1 
S208 
Table 4. List of D. citrinum 
and D. discoideum clones used 
in experiments to examine the 
effect that light and dark 
conditions have on growth and 
fruiting body development. 
We examined spore production after the vegetative growth stage by testing two 
different initial densities of spores. In addition, we examined spore production from a 
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starting number of cells on nutrient-free plates. We used the program StatView 5.0 to run 
ANOV As and Microsoft Office Excel 2007 with Analysis ToolPak to run t-tests. 
High initial spore density treatment on nutrient plates with E. coli 
We plated spores on nutrient plates with bacteria, and examined spore production 
of all 8 clones from both species. We used 6 cm diameter Petri plates that contained 15 
ml of SM/5 medium (Sussmann, 1987). For each clone and treatment (light or dark), we 
plated 105 spores evenly across each of 3 replicate plates inoculated with equal amounts 
of E. coli. We placed the light treatment plates in a translucent white plastic box and 
covered the top of the box in a layer of clear plastic wrap. For the dark treatment plates, 
we placed the plates in the same type of box and wrapped this box in aluminum foil to 
prevent light from seeping in. The boxes were not air tight in either treatment. We placed 
the boxes in twin incubators set at 22°C: one with overhead fluorescent white light for the 
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light treatment, and the other with no light for the dark treatment. These treatment 
conditions were the same throughout all experiments. We waited 6 days to allow the 
spores to germinate, the resulting cells to undergo vegetative growth, starve, and develop 
into fruiting bodies before we collected the resulting spores. We collected these spores in 
Eppendorf tubes by washing each lid and plate with 1500 III of KK2 phosphate buffer 
(16.53 mM KH2P04, 3.85 mM K2HP04). We used a microscope and hemocytometer to 
determine the number of spores collected from each plate. 
Low initial spore density treatment on nutrient plates with E. coli 
Initially high densities of spores can sometimes result in the spores germinating 
and consuming the bacteria before the bacteria has enough time to reach stationary phase. 
To address this, we replicated the previous experiment, but we reduced the number of 
initial spores to 4 * 1 04 spores per plate. For this experiment, we waited 8 days to collect 
the resulting spores and washed the plates with 2 ml ofKK2 + 0.1% NP40. NP40 is a 
detergent that spores are resistant to, but cells are not, so it is a way of eliminating all 
cells. 
Starved cells on nutrient-free filters 
We collected vegetative cells in log phase growth and washed them free of 
bacteria by suspending them in cold KK2 and centrifuging them 3 times for 3 minutes at 
260 rcf. We diluted the cells with KK2 to 2 * 106 cells / 50 III and plated 2 * 106 cells from 
each clone in approximately 7 mm diameter spots on 0.8 11m pore size nitrocellulose 
filters (Millipore) resting on nutrient-free starving agar (0.36 g Na2HP04, 1.98 g KH2P04, 
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20 g agar, 1 L H20). We prepared 3 plates per clone and treatment. To allow the starved 
cells time to develop into fruiting bodies, we waited 4 days before collecting the spores 
from each filter. We collected the spores by placing the filters in separate Eppendorf 
tubes with 2 ml of KK2 + 0.1 % NP40 and vigorously vortexing to wash the spores off of 
the filters. To determine the number of cells plated for each clone and the number of 
spores collected from each plate, we used data from 3 runs on an Accuri C6 flow 
cytometer. We used the program StatView 5.0 to run ANOVAs and Microsoft Office 
Excel 2007 with Analysis ToolPak to run t-tests. 
Vegetative growth 
We were interested in determining the effect of light and dark conditions on 
vegetative growth. We set up 9 plates per clone and treatment as described above for 
"Low initial spore density treatment on nutrient plates with E. coli." We then collected 
data from 3 plates for each clone and treatment 40,44, and 48 hours later to determine 
the number of cells produced by each clone under each treatment at these points. To 
collect the cells and bacteria, we washed each plate with 2 ml of cold KK2, and we used a 
microscope and hemocytometer to determine the number of cells on each plate. 
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RESULTS 
High initial spore density treatment on nutrient plates with E. coli 
We ran a two-way ANOV A on the number of spores produced to examine 
potential differences between species and the effect of the light or dark treatment when 
105 spores were plated on SM/5 plates with E coli. There was a main effect across species 
that clones under the light treatment produced more spores (M = 139.91) than clones 
under the dark treatment (M= 46.40) (Figure 10), F(l,ll) = 23.05,p < 0.001. There was 
no main effect of species and no interaction of species and treatment. 
180 o Light Figure 10. When 105 
160 II Dark spores were plated on 
Q) 140 SMl5 plates with E coli, 
+' 
It! 
clones produced more a: 120 
- spores under the light ~ 100 
0 treatment than under the Co 80 I.n dark treatment, F (l , 11) = \0 a 60 
.-t 23.05,p < 0.001. 
40 
20 
0 
D. citrinum D. discoideum 
We also ran (-tests for unpaired samples assuming equal variance to check for differences 
in spore production within clones under each treatment when 105 spores were plated on 
SMl5 plates with Ecoli. 
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Figure 11. Clones Cl, C2, Dl, D2, D3 , and D4 produced significantly more spores 
under the light treatment than under the dark treatment when 105 spores were plated 
on SM/5 plates with E. coli (one-tailed (-test, n = 3, p < 0.05). 
Cl C2 C3 C4 Dl D2 D3 D4 
M light 97.39 197.1 82.50 207.46 163.54 81.69 233.54 56.04 
Mdark 4.05 22.04 89.50 97.75 94.06 3.45 43.90 16.43 
df 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
t stat 3.87 12 -0.13 1.36 5.92 3.05 13.42 3.92 
P value 0.009 < 0.001 0.452 0.123 0.002 0.019 < 0.001 0.009 
Table 5. Means and one-tailed (-test statistics for comparisons of the number of spores 
produced per plate for each clone under light and dark conditions when 105 spores 
were plated on SM/5 plates with E. coli. 
We found that when 105 spores were plated on SM/5 plates with E. coli, half of the D. 
citrinum clones (Cl, C2) and all of the D. discoideum clones (Dl, D2, D3, D4) produced 
significantly more spores per plate under the light treatment than under the dark treatment 
(one-tailed (-test, n = 3, p < 0.05, Figure 11 , Table 5 for means and ( stats). 
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Low initial spore density treatment on nutrient plates with E. coli 
We ran a two-way ANOVA on the number of spores produced to examine 
potential differences between species and the effect of the light/dark treatment when 
4*104 spores were plated on SM/5 plates with E.coli. There was a main effect of 
treatment across species where clones under the light treatment produced more spores eM 
= 111.66) than clones under the dark treatment (M= 64.23) (Figure 12), F (1,11) = 8.88, 
p = 0.005. There was a trend towards a main effect of species, F (1,11) = 3.34,p = 0.075 
where D. citrinum tended to produce more spores. There was also an interaction of 
species and light/dark treatment in that D. citrinum showed practically no difference 
between the light/dark treatments and D. discoideum sporulated much more in the light 
than in the dark, F (1, 11) = 6.10, p = 0.018. 
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Figure 12. When 4 * 1 04 spores 
were plated on SM/5 plates 
with E. coli there was a main 
effect of light/dark treatment, F 
(1,11) = 8.88,p = 0.005. There 
was an interaction of species 
and light/dark treatments. D. 
discoideum clones produced 
more spores in the light 
treatment than in the dark, 
while there was virtually no 
difference in sporulation 
efficiency in D. citrinum clones 
under each treatment, F (1 ,11 ) 
= 6.10,p = 0.018. 
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We ran t-tests for unpaired samples assuming equal variance to check for differences in 
spore production within clones under each treatment when 4* 1 04 spores were plated on 
SM/S plates with E. coli. 
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Figure 13. Clones C2, D2, D3, and D4 produced significantly more spores under the 
light treatment than under the dark when 4*104 spores were plated on SM/S plates 
with E. coli (one-tailed t-test, n = 3, P < O.OS). 
Cl C2 C3 C4 01 02 03 04 
Mlight 92.39 125.33 64.08 144.33 12.21 109 86.58 259.33 
M dark 107.33 63.50 88.67 134.17 17.35 27.10 18.95 56.77 
df 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
t stat -1.56 9.21 -2.31 0.53 -0.43 7.41 2.87 6.38 
p value 0.097 < 0.001 0.041 0.312 0.344 < 0.001 0.023 0.002 
Table 6. Means and one-tailed t-test statistics for comparisons of the number of 
spores produced per plate for each clone under light and dark conditions when 4* 104 
spores were plated on SM/S plates with E. coli. 
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We found that when 4*104 spores were plated on SM/5 plates with E. coli, 1 of the 4 D. 
citrinum clones (e2) and 3 of the 4 D. discoideum clones (D2, D3, and D4) produced 
significantly more spores per plate under the light treatment than under the dark treatment 
(one-tailed t-test, n = 3, p < 0.05, Figure 13, Table 6 for means and t stats). 
Starved cells on nutrient-free filters 
We ran a two-way ANOVA on the number of spores produced to examine potential 
differences between species and the effect of the light/dark treatment when 2*106 starved 
cells were plated on nutrient-free substrates. There was a main effect of species with D. 
discoideum producing more spores per cell plated (M = 0.94) than D. citrinum (M = 0.60) 
when 2 * 106 starved cells were plated onto nutrient-free substrates (Figure 14), F (1,11) = 
11.14, p = 0.002. There was no main effect of light/dark treatment and no interaction of 
species and treatment. 
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Figure 14. When 2*106 
starved cells were plated 
onto nutrient-free substrates 
there was a main effect of 
species, with D. discoideum 
producing more spores per 
cell plated than D. citrinum, 
F (1,11) = 11.14,p = 0.002. 
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We ran t-tests for unpaired samples assuming equal variance to check for differences in 
spore production within clones under each treatment when 2 * 106 starved cells were 
plated onto nutrient-free substrates. 
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Figure 15. No clones produced significantly more spores under the light treatment 
than under the dark treatlnent when 2* 106 starved cells were plated onto nutrient-free 
substrates (one-tailed (-test, n = 3,p > 0.05). 
We found that when 2*106 starved cells were plated onto nutrient-free substrates no 
clones of either species produced significantly more spores per cell under the light 
treatment than under the dark, t(4) = 2.21,p < 0.046 (one-tailed t-test, n = 3,p > 0.05, 
Figure 15). 
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Table 7. Summary of spore production differences listed by clone and condition. 
Checks represent significantly more spores produced in light than in dark conditions 
(alpha level less than 0.05). 
We summarized the results from Figures 11 , 13, and 15 in Table 7. 
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Figure 16. We collected more cells on dark treatment plates than on light treatment 
plates 40 and 44 hours after plating 4* 1 04 spores on SM/5 plates with E. coli. 
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When we plated 4* 1 04 spores on SM/5 plates with E. coli, we found that all clones of 
both species had more cells on dark plates than on light treatment plates after 40 and 44 
hours (Figure 16). By 48 hours, cells from clones of both species had started to aggregate, 
which made the cells we collected clumpy and hard to accurately count. 
DISCUSSION 
Like many of the effects constant light or darkness have on social amoebae, we 
found that the effect of light or darkness on spore production was dependent on species, 
clone, and developmental conditions (summarized in Table 7). When we plated spores on 
SM/5 plates with E. coli, clones under light conditions tended to produce more spores 
than clones under dark conditions (Figures 10 & 12). This effect was consistent for both 
low and high density conditions in D. discoideum, except that there was no significant 
difference in Dl 's spore production in the light or dark under the low density condition. 
Under high initial spore density conditions, 2 clones of D. citrinum (Cl & C2) exhibited 
significantly higher spore production under the light treatment than under the dark 
(Figure 11), while only 1 of these 2 clones produced more spores in the light (C2) under 
the low density condition (Figure 13). The higher density of vegetative growth cells in 
the dark (Figure 15) may help explain the difference in the effect of the light/dark 
treatment on D 1 and C 1 's spore production under these conditions. When social amoebae 
cells reach too high a density before the bacteria they feed on has a chance to grow and 
reach stationary phase, this can result in reduced vegetative growth and spore production. 
Visual analysis of plates grown under high density conditions indicated that this could be 
a potential factor, which is why we repeated the experiment at a lower initial spore 
density. 
III 
Under the low initial spore density condition, there was an interaction of species 
and light/dark treatment, with D. discoideum showing increased spore production in the 
light, but D. citrinum exhibiting no significant differences in spore production under the 
light or dark conditions (Figure 12). The behavior of D. citrinum as a species is much less 
well documented than D. discoideum, and it has not even been shown that D. citrinum 
exhibits phototactic behavior (Schaap et aI., 2006 supplement). Perhaps overhead light 
does not reduce slug migration as much in D. citrinum as it does in D. discoideum, which 
results in there being less of an effect of light/dark treatment on sporulation in D. 
citrinum (Table 7). Future experiments could look directly at the effects of directional 
and overhead light on D. citrinum slug migration and fruiting body development. 
When starved cells underwent fruiting body development on nutrient-free 
nitrocellulose filters resting on nutrient-free starving agar, there was no main effect due to 
the light/dark treatment (Figure 14). There was a main effect of species, with D. 
discoideum producing more spores per cell plated than D. citrinum (Figure 14). Our 
starving plates are created by adding agar to 17 mM Na2HP041KH2P04 Sorensen buffer 
(Swanson et al. 1981). Consistent with our results, Newell and colleagues (1969) found 
that D. discoideum fruited without undergoing slug formation under well-buffered 
conditions of 4 mM Na2HP04/KH2P04 buffer. Ammonia drives slug migration in D. 
discoideum and well-buffered agar neutralizes the ammonia produced by cells and 
induces in situ fruiting body formation (Bonner et at., 1988; Schindler & Sussman, 
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1977). Interestingly, C2 produced no spores in either light or dark conditions on starving 
agar (Figure 15). We do not believe this is an aversion to development on nitrocellulose 
filters, because we have observed this clone producing fruiting bodies in the light on 
nitrocellulose filters resting on PDF buffer (Ostrowski et aI., 2008) soaked filter pads in 
the past. Some species of social amoebae are sensitive to Na2HP04 (Anderson et at., 
1968), which is present in starving agar, but not in any other buffers or media used in this 
experiment. Perhaps the D. citrinum clone C2 is also sensitive to Na2HP04. Interestingly, 
C2 is clone OH494, which was used in creating the most well known phylogeny of social 
amoebae to date (Schaap et aI., 2006), but might not be the greatest representation of the 
species in general. 
Although there was an overall effect of higher spore production under the light 
treatment when spores were plated in association with bacteria, each D. citrinum and D. 
discoideum clone produced more cells faster in the dark than in the light (Figure 16). 
Future experiments could examine if this effect was due to increased germination 
efficiency in the dark, faster vegetative growth in the dark, or a combination of both. No 
matter the underlying cause, this is the opposite effect to what has been documented in D. 
mucuroides (Chang et at., 1983). However, it is consistent with Konijn and Raper's 
(1966) finding that D. discoideum amoebae cultured under constant dark conditions 
aggregated a little before those kept in the light. Konijn and Raper (1966) also found that 
D. discoideum clones produced more smaller fruiting bodies in the light and fewer larger 
fruiting bodies in the dark. They did not quantify the effect that constant light or darkness 
had on overall spore production in D. discoideum, which is an important fitness 
component that we have addressed in this paper. In addition, we have examined these 
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effects in the related species D. citrinum. Both D. discoideum and D. citrinum produce 
more cells faster in the dark under our vegetative growth conditions, but neither species 
has higher spore production in the dark under the same conditions. Although faster 
vegetative growth would lead to quicker aggregation in the dark, we propose that 
increased slug migration in dark treatment D. disco ide um, and the accompanying cell 
loss, resulted in the reduced overall spore production we observed when spores were 
plated on SM/5 plates with E. coli (Figures 10 & 12). 
Clonal variability is not unique to social amoebae, and it has been documented in 
other social microbes including the social bacterium Myoxococcus xanthus (Kadam & 
Velicer, 2006; Vos & Velicer, 2008). Since in the wild D. discoideum social amoebae 
live in the soil and feed off of bacteria, they are likely to undergo vegetative growth in 
dark conditions. Migration towards the soil surface will lead to overhead light exposure 
during the day and result in fruiting body formation (Newell et ai., 1969). Consistent with 
this, maximum efficiency in D. discoideum fruiting body development in the laboratory 
might be achieved with a dark/light cycle, where clones would undergo vegetative 
growth in the dark and fruiting body development under overhead light. Behavior in D. 
citrinum has been less well studied, and we found that overall these clones were not as 
sensitive as D. discoideum to light/dark treatments with respect to spore production 
(Table 7). An exception to this is clone C2 (OH494), which exhibits a similar decreased 
spore production to D. discoideum under dark conditions on substrates that were not well-
buffered. When designing experimental studies, it is important to take into consideration 
the fact that not all species or clones behave the same under a given condition. Here we 
have demonstrated that spore production in social amoebae is not only dependent on 
growth conditions, but on species, and clones within the species. 
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